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DESCRIPTION OF AREA SURVEYED. 

Brooks County is located in the southern part of the coastal plain, 
just west of the center of the southern tier of counties in Georgia, 
about 50 miles from the Gulf of Mexico. The area covered by this 
survey is in the southern half of the county, bordering on the Florida 
State line. The location is shown by the shaded portion of the map, 
figure 1. 

This area was selected for study because here has been developed 
a diversified and profitable type of agriculture, with cotton retained 
as the chief single source of income. For years these farmers have 
developed the swine industry and the production on the farm of the 
products consumed in the home to a point that has been equaled in 

but few places in the South. It is believed that the type of farming 
found here embodies features that might with’ profit be adopted in 
many parts of the cotton belt. This is particularly true now that 
the recent rapid advance of the cotton-boll weevil into this section 
has forced many farmers to face the necessity of reorganizing their 
farms upon a basis involving less dependence than.hitherto upon the 

1¥for assistance in collecting the data upon which this study is based, acknowledgment 

is due to Messrs. M. A. Crosby, C. E. Hope, A. G. Smith, and F. D. Stevens, of the staff 

of the Office of Farm Management; to J. M. Purdom, Jr., temporarily employed by- the 

Office of Farm Management; and to Messrs. 8. H. Starr and E. C. Westbrook, of the 
faculty of the Georgia State College of Agriculture. Special acknowledgment is due 

Prof. Starr, who also assisted in tabulating the data, 
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single crop, cotton. At the time this survey was made (1914) the 
boll weevil had not invaded Georgia, but since then the entire south- 

ern part of the State has become infested. Of this, more will be said 
in another place. ) 

The topography of the southern half of Brooks County is gently 
rolling to flat. Most of it has sufficient slope to provide good natural 
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Fic. 1.—Map of Georgia, showing, in black, location of area surveyed. Shaded area 

indicates Coastal Plain section. 

drainage, though considerable areas, particularly near the streams, 
are rendered swampy and of little value because of insufficient 
drainage. 

The soil of this area is distinctly sandy, being mainly of the Nor- 
folk sandy loam and closely related types. It is a gray sand, under- 

laid at a depth of from 10 to 40 inches or more by a yellow subsoil of 
a heavier texture. The soil is quite uniform over the area covered by 
this survey and is fairly representative of the soils over a cousider- 
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able part of the coastal plain of this and the adjoining States. 
Farther north in the county the soils become gradually heavier, grad- 
ing into the Ruston and Tifton series, but this survey has been con- 
fined to farms on the lighter soils found in the southern half of the 
county. 

The climate of Brooks County is warm and equable. The winters 
are mild, and the summers, though long and warm, are tempered by 
Gulf breezes. Snow falls rarely, and temperatures lower than 30° 

F. seldom occur, though thin ice frequently forms during the winter 
months. Killing frosts may occur any time between November 15 
and March 1. The annual precipitation amounts to 52 inches; the 
heaviest rainfall occurs during the months of June, July, and Au- 
gust. In figure 2 the 
average precipitation 
and that for the year 
1914 are shown by 
months. 
Quitman, the county 

seat, with a popula- 
tion of about 4,000, is 
just south of the cen- 
ter of the county and 
in the northern part 
of the area included 
in this survey. The 
Atlantic Coast Line KEEFE 
Railroad crosses the 
county from east to Bietlt Lh pelcks 
west and the South ee 
Georgia Railroad 
from north to south, 
both passing through Quitman. These two railroads provide most 
of the area with good transportation facilities to outside markets, 
though some parts of the area, notably in the southwestern part of 
the county, are 8 to 10 miles or more from shipping points. The 
public roads of the county are of sandy clay, and the principal roads 
are being rapidly improved. 

For years Brooks County has grown nearly all the live-stock 
feedstuffs consumed, together with a surplus to be sold in other 
markets. As a result, the local prices for such feeds are appreciably 
lower than those that prevail in the near-by counties which continue 
to purchase a part of their feeds from outside sources. Thus, in 
this county, the 1914 prices of corn and oats averaged about 75 cents 
and 50 cents per bushel, respectively, as compared with $1 and 75 
cents throughout the greater part of the State. 
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Fic. 2.—Precipitation by months at Quitman, Ga. 
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Brooks County has long been noted for the amount and quality 
of pork produced, much of which has brought a substantial premium 
in the larger markets of this and adjoining States. Until recently, — 
practically all the pork was killed and cured on the farms; but a 
packing plant is now in operation in an adjoining county, thus 
providing a ready market for live stock on the hoof. 

Brooks County was organized in 1858. The pioneer settlers came 
to this section largely from the older parts of the State early in the 
last century, but it was not until the first railroad, the present 
Atlantic Coast Line, was built, just prior to 1860, that settlement 
was given an impetus. The older settlers came largely from northern 
Georgia, the Carolinas, and Virginia. 

The direction and rate of the development of the agriculture of 
the county are shown by the census data presented in Table 1. In 
1860, 15.3 per cent of the land area was classed as improved farm 
land, a percentage that increased through each succeeding decade to 
36.9 per cent at the time of the last census. A large part of the county 
is still covered by longleaf pine and other timber. 

TasiE I.—Census data, Brooks County, Ga. 

Maar ose eeecc oe ce a ee eee 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 

Number of farms a9. -. hese peeec ss sseoe 300 394 930 1, 823 2,646 
eS . | SO a ; 

Percent of land in farms: j2c. sec 2. see -< 5 81.1 65. 8 83.9 87.6 85. 8 
Per cent of farm land improved.....-...-- 18.8 28.0 27.4 |. 37.4 43.0 

Per cent of land areain improved farm land. 15.3 18. 4 23. 2 32. 7 36.9 

‘Rerestoer part} RE oy et 890 550 297 158 106.6 
Improved acres per farm...........--.---- 168 152 82 59 45.9 

Value of farm land per acre.-........------- $4. 05 $4.12 $2. 79 $4. 65 $14. 60 
Value of farm property per farm..........- 4,954.00 | 3,097.00 | 1, 465. 00 ‘1,219.00 | 2,377.00 

Per cent of farms operated by owners and 
MANAGES ee Te oe Serene Lr 2 le oe eee as 66.2 50.3 41.5 

Per cent of farms operated by cash tenants.|......-.--|-.-.-.--+- 14.4 35.9 26.6 
Per cent of farms operated by share ten- : 

BNUS@) cose csc ees Mee nice see cicic sesamin e se [Sete ae el aoe ee 19.4 13.8 31.9 

Number of horses on farms.......--------- 657 491 823 1,192 1, 205 
Number of mules on farms.....--..--.---- 856 777 958 1,776 - 2,875 
Number of cattle on farms. -....-..-------- 14,797 8,196 13,032 11,170 14,178 
Number of sheep on farms............-..-- 3,113 4,924 4,596 961 610 

Number of swine on farms........-.------ 18,629 |  11,087| 17,243 29,885 | 47,210 
Number of swine per farm.../....-.-..-.- 62.1 28.3 18.5 16.4 17.8 
Number of swine per 100 acres improved 
Pan .3- t,o pcngece eee Coane eee 37.0 18.3 22.6 27.8 38.9 

mereli. hoe 21, 255 16,096 | 34,065 
Cotton... 2... 2.-+-2.-2--000- bales....|. 4,406 | 3,466 | 6, 288 7151 | + 13,977 
Gorm ACT@S=2. Nos. aceasImaseeeneee 23, 027 38, 428 40, 121 

aE Lube tere oa Ser a, bushels 223,353 | 171,190] 173,530 384, 220 546, 760 
Oats ACTOR Peet eon eile Ree 14, 087 11,299] — 9,512 

RBs gut! e = asetrnie = etae para bushels 6,911] 45,716 | 163,862 104,530 | 143,120 
Rye acres! ssn eee eee 161 116 279 

Ree ag Mg a oe eae eee oad bushels 1,914 1,738 879 a es ae 
ACTOS og i(c2 oo. Chee Fie seta 

ld ta a eee a bushels, {0.0 ee ete cate rene 196,724 | 365,395 

a It should be borne in mind that in the census returns croppers are treated as farm operators, though in 
reality they are wage hands receiving their wage in the form of ashare of the crop. The numbers of actual 
farms are, therefore, considerably smaller than givenin the table, and the average sizes. of farms are cor- 
respondingly larger. Most of the farmers classed as “share tenants’’ are in reality croppers. There are 
but few share tenants, properly speaking, in Brooks County. ; 
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From the first, cotton and corn have been the crops of greatest 
importance. . By 1900 the cotton acreage had declined, relatively, as 
compared with other crops, following a number of years of low 
cotton prices, but since that date cotton has been developed more 
rapidly than any of the other crops. The acreage of oats increased 
rapidly up to 1880, but since then it has steadily declined both in 
actual acreage and relatively. The plantings of rye have been in- 
creasing since 1880, but the total acreage is still small, this crop 
being used mainly for pasture purposes. The rapid increase in the 
planting of peanuts is noteworthy, the acreage having increased 
from 6,884 acres in 1880 to 14,775 in 1910. This increase has been 
coincident with and a result of the development of the swine in- 
dustry. The peanut acreage in Brooks County was in 1910 consid- 
erably in excess of that of any other county in Georgia, and equal 
to nearly 10 per cent of the total for the State. 

Of the different classes of live stock other than work stock, swine 
is the only one that has increased in importance. The number of 
sheep has declined rapidly since 1870, to an insignificant number, and 
the number of cattle was nearly the same at the time of the last 
census as it was in 1860. The number of hogs in the county declined 
somewhat from 1860 to 1870, but since then the number has con- 
stantly increased from 11,087 to 47,210 in 1910. Measured in terms 

of the number per 100 acres of improved farm land, the number of 
hogs declined from 37 to 18.3 during the decade between 1860 and 
1870, but since that time the number has increased to 38.9 per 100 
acres. . 

Since this survey was made the acreage of peanuts grown and the 
number of hogs produced haye increased very rapidly. This has 
been due partly to the better market offered for hogs, but 
principally to the invasion of the boll weevil, which has greatly in- 
creased the hazard of cotton growing. 

METHOD AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION. 

In this study a record was obtained from each farmer of the 
amount and value of each class of farm property; the amounts, 
sources, and nature of all receipts and expenses; the amounts and 
values of each item contributed by the farm toward the family liv- 
ing; the amount of labor expended on each enterprise, and data on 

numerous other factors necessary in making a complete analysis of 
the farm business and calculating the cost of each productive enter- 
prise. The methods and details of calculating costs will be dis- 
cussed in another place. 
A farm-management survey should represent conditions that are 

as nearly normal as»possible if the results are to be useful and of 
wide application. This is particularly true of crop yields and mar- 
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ket conditions. Yields in Brooks County for the year covered by 
this study (1914) were approximately normal for all crops except 
cotton, which made yields somewhat above the average. This high 
yield would tend to a certain extent to present results bearing on 
the cotton crop in a too favorable light. 

However, the market price of cotton during the year studied was - 
low, owing to conditions growing out of the European war. The 
average 5-year price received by these 106 farmers was estimated 
by them to be 10.4 cents per pound of gross lint, whereas for the 
1914 crop they received 7.1 cents, or about 32 per cent below normal. 
Undoubtedly this estimated 5-year price of cotton was conservative, 
a fact which would tend to counterbalance the effect of the rather 

Fic. 3.—Woodland constitutes approximately half of the farm area. The prevailing 

timber is the long leaf pine, which is rapidly being turpentined. 

large yield. To correct the effect of this abnormality, the average 
price received by each farmer for cotton during the preceding 5-year 
period was substituted for the 1914 price in figuring the returns 
from the farm. 

The price of watermelons fell during the shipping season to a 
low figure, with the result that many of the farmers, particularly 
those who had a late crop, received a very low price for a part of 
the crop, and many melons which otherwise would have been mar- 
ketable were not even harvested. The average price received for 
the melons sold from farms studied was $52.11 per carload, whereas 
the estimated average 5-year price amounted to $57.80. In every 
case where the price received was abnormal, the farmer’s estimated 
5-year average price was substituted. 

Market conditions were normal for all crops sold except cotton 

and melons, and it is believed that with these substitutions men- 
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tioned the results of this survey represent a close approximation 
to-average conditions. It is true, however, that the cattle market 
was somewhat low, but this affected appreciably the income from 
only three of the farms. Also the price of hogs was slightly 
depressed, but not sufficiently so to warrant substitutions. 

Numerous losses from hog cholera occurred throughout the county, 
and on a few of the farms studied such losses were serious, but taken 
together these losses represented approximately the average losses 
from that source during the preceding years. 

TYPE OF FARMING. 

Table II shows how the farm area is divided. The 106 farms 
surveyed average in size 331 acres, of which less than half, or 145 
acres, are devoted to planted crops. Scarcely any idle crop land 

INVESTMENT PER FARM 

$1000 2000 3000 4000 

uS4 Ld #300 

REAL ESTATE 8 Es i Lita 

LIVE STOCK 

Baoweruine Barons wouses ES omen siccs. EE} worn sTocK 

Fie. 4.—Distribution of farm investment. 

is found, and less than 2 acres per farm of pasture in rotation. 
Permanent pasture, other than woods pastured, includes less than 
8 acres per farm, slightly more than half of which is tillable. The 
remaining farm area (see fig. 3), or 53.3 per cent of the total acreage, 
consists of woods and waste land. About one-fifth of the woods 

and waste land, or 11.4 per cent of the total farm area, either can 
not be brought under cultivation at all, or not without a large outlay, 
since it consists of roads, ponds, and swampy areas near the streams. 
A like area of the woodland is fenced and utilized as pasture, leav- 
ing exactly one-fifth of the farm area in woodland that could be 
cleared but is actually used only as a source of wood, lumber, and 
turpentine, and as a public range. The woodland, if fenced, fur- 
nishes a low-grade pasture which serves mainly to tide the live stock 
over the late winter, spring, and early summer period when the 
crop area as now organized does not provide sufficient pasturage. 
The unfenced woodland serves a like purpose, it being a common 
practice to allow cattle and hogs to graze the public roads and 
range. The woodland is covered for the most part with longleaf 
pine, some of which is being turpentined preparatory to lumbering 
and clearing, while more is held as a source of firewood and future 
lumber supply. Several turpentine stills and sawmills are in opera- 
tion in the county. 

27202°—18—Bull. 648——2 
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TABLE II.—Distribution of farm area (106. farms, Brooks County, Ga.). 

Per cent of farm area in— 

Total | Acres of 
acres crop Total 

Pon. |"amk’™| Crop | Woods | otner | "oer | came, | Woods 
5 z and. pastured.| pasture. | _. i an 

call etc. anes 

331 145 43.9 11.4 2.8 30.5 | 11.4 | 53. 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF CAPITAL. 

The average capital per farm and the manner in which that capital 
is distributed among its different elements are shown in figure 4. 
Three-fourths of the average farm capital consists of real estate, 
leaving one-fourth as working capital; and nearly three-fourths of 

ACRES PER FARM 

20 30 

CORN 

PEANUTS : : ZZ 

COTTON 

OATS 

COWPEAS : Ei ZZ 

WATERMELONS 

GB First Crop Second & Interplonted Crops 

Fic. 5.—Acres of crops per farm. 

the real estate value consists of land ($4,970). The average dwelling 
is worth $1,154, and the average values per farm of the tenants’ 
houses and other buildings equal $300 and $364, respectively. Nearly 
half, of the remaining investment consists of live stock, and more 
than 60 per cent of this is work stock. For every aere of land in 
crops, these farms had $7.34 invested in live stock, $4.66 in feeds and 
supplies, and $2.28 in implements and machinery. 

The average market price of the land of these farms was found 
to be $20.50 per acre, while the crop land alone was valued at $30.30 
per acre and would rent for $3.09. Thus the renting value amounts 
to approximately 10 per cent of the market value of the crop land. 
But it should be borne in mind that this rent is based on the land in 
its present state of fertility, which has been built up by the extensive 
growing and pasturing off of such crops as peanuts. If cropped for 
several successive seasons with cotton, this light, sandy soil would 
then rent for much less. A large part of the woodland other than 
waste is valued at but little less than the crop land, since it carries 
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merchantable timber that would pay for bringing the land into 
cultivation. Its value is included in the investment of the farm. 
While most of it gives but little or no direct return, and since it 
represents so large a proportion of the area, the inclusion of its 
value in the capital gives the farm a lower per cent return on the 
investment and a lower labor income than it otherwise would show. 

CROPS. 

The relative acreages of the principal crops grown on these farms 
are shown in figure 5. Corn represents the largest acreage, occupying 
37.9 per cent of the whole crop area, while peanuts follow, with 31.2 

Fic. 6.—Corn and peanuts are commonly planted in alternate rows. This is a sound 

practice (see page 54). 

per cent; cotton comes third with 26.3 per cent; and oats fourth with 
18.3 per cent. However, more than four-fifths of the acreage planted 
in peanuts consists of peanuts planted in corn, and hence is to that 
extent a duplication of the area reported in corn. Throughout this 
bulletin peanuts planted in corn are thus treated as a second crop. 

(See fig. 6.) 
That cotton occupies a more important place on these farms than 

its relative acreage would indicate will be shown by a later table. 
Cowpeas for hay occupy fifth place in point of acreage, though this 
is nearly all a second crop, being planted after oats, rye, or water- 
melons. Watermelons come next with 5.3 per cent of the crop area, 
followed in importance by rye with 4.1 per cent. More than one- 
third of the rye acreage is grown wholly for grazing and as a winter 
cover crop, while other rye and much of the oats also furnish spring 
and winter pasture in addition to the grain harvested. The miscel- 
laneous crops include sweet potatoes, sugar cane for sirup, sorghum, 
velvet beans, Irish potatoes, cucumbers, chufas, millet, and a few 
others. These miscellaneous crops occupy relatively unimportant 
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acreages. However, they have an important place in the economy of 
the farm. 

LIVE STOCK. 

Brooks County has long been known for its live stock, particularly 
swine. The relative numbers of animal units’ of the different 
classes of live stock found are shown in figure 7. Cattle constitute 
sightly more than half of the animal units, excluding work stock, 
while hogs make up more than nine-tenths of the remainder. Most 
of the farms keep a sufficient number of milk cows and poultry to 
supply the family needs, and in many cases a small surplus for sale 
on the local market; but on none of the farms is dairying or poultry 
raising otherwise important, owing to the limited local market for 
such products. A number of farms in the county make a practice of 
feeding cattle, securing, some of the feeders from the other farms in 
this and in adjoining counties, and shipping others in from Florida. 
Three such farms are included in this survey. 

ANIMAL 
UNITS ITEMS en ANIMAL UNITS PER FARM 
FARM 10 {5 

ALL LIVE STOCK 

CATT LE 

SWINE 

WORK STOCK 

POULTRY’ 

OTHERS 

Fie. 7.—Number of animal units per farm of different classes of live stock. 

On a very few farms colts are grown, but nearly all the work stock 
is shipped in from other States. Bees are kept on a number of farms, 
but on only 4 farms studied were they an important source of income. 
One farm kept sheep and several supported a few goats. 

The number of animal units of cattle carried slightly exceeds 
those of hogs, but the latter in reality occupy much the more im- 
portant place in the business of these farms, as is brought out in 
Table IIT. 

Taste III.—Average value per animal unit of receipts from cattle, hogs, and 
poultry (106 farms, Brooks County, Ga.). Receipts inciude sales, increased 
inventories, and products consumed in the farm home. 

Item. Cattle. Hogs. | Poultry. 

Sales and increased inventory, per animal unit.............-.---.-------- $9. 68 $37. 60 $42. 25 
Value of products consumed on farm, per animal unit.......--.----..---- 9.73 11. £0 65. 35 

i Total credits per animal mites {eo ee eee eee ee eee 19. 41 49. 40 107. 60 
Potal cradits per hop Unit Gace = 2s. ses ees ee ee eee ee eee eee 9. 885)2 -fiewcions 

a The equivalent of a 200-pound hog. 

It will be seen that hogs gave returns amounting to two and a half 

times as much per animal unit as did the cattle, or $49.40 as com- 
1An animal unit is a mature cow or horse, or as many other animals as consume an 

equivalent amount of feed. Two colts or young stock, 5 hogs, 10 pigs, 7 sheep, or 100 

poultry constitute this unit. 
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pared with $19.41. Nearly half of the receipts from cattle consisted 
of dairy products sold and consumed in the home, the balance being 

mostly cattle sold on the hoof. The low receipts per animal unit 
from cattle are due to the low grade of most of the native stock kept, 
and to the presence of the cattle tick in the county when these records 
were taken. A strong effort is being made to eradicate the tick and 
to improve the breed of cattle kept. The hogs grown are mostly 
grade stock of fair to good quality. 

SOURCES OF INCOME. 

One means of measuring the importance of the different farm 
enterprises is by the receipts from each in the form of sales and in- 
creases in inventories. Figure 8 shows graphically the, sources of 
farm receipts and the relative importance of each, measured by this 
standard. It is seen that cotton is by far the most important single 
source of income, furnishing half of all the farm receipts,’ that term 

1 DEFINITIONS.—The terms defined below will be used frequently throughout this 

bulletin. : ‘ 

Farm receipts include all sales from the farm and increase of inventories of live stock, 

feeds, supplies. 

Farm expenses include all current cash expenditures, the value of farm labor per- 

formed by the family (except the operator), depreciation on buildings and equipment, 

and decreases in inventories of live stock and feed and supplies. 

Gross farm income is the sum of all farm sales, plus any increases in inventories. 

The net farm income is the difference between this sum and the sum of all farm 

expenses. Jor convenience, the term farm income is used to designate the net farm 

income. 

Labor income is the sum that the operator has left for his own labor and management 

after deducting from the farm income the interest on his investment figured at the 

current rate on well-secured farm loans. In this study 8 per cent interest is the rate 

used. Frequently prices of land are influenced by factors other than the present earning 

power for farming purposes. In such cases it is better, when calculating labor income, 

to use the interest on the working capital plus the net rent from the real estate instead 

of the interest on the investment. In this study these two methods of calculation gave 

essentially the same result, hence the simpler one was used. 

Farmer’s earnings represent the sum of the labor income plus what the farm furnishes 

toward the living of the operator and all others living or boarding in the farm home. 

Farm-management surveys have shown that the farm returns are largely dependent 

upon size of the business. For many purposes it is desirable that the factor of size be 

eliminated in order that farms of different sizes may be grouped together and compared. 

For this purpose the index of earnings is used herein. This factor is determined as 

follows: All farms of similar size’are grouped together and the average farmer’s earnings 

for each group is computed. The farmer's earnings of each farm in a given group is then 

compared with the average for that group, the group average being expressed as 100. 

Therefore, the index of earnings is the farmer’s earnings expressed as a percentage of 

the farmer’s earnings for all farms of a similar size. For example, if a farm shows an 

index of earnings of 110, it means that the farm in question returned farmer’s earnings 

10 per cent larger than did the average farm of a similar size. 

The per cent return on investment is computed by deducting the value of the farmer’s 

labor from the net farm income and dividing the remainder by the total capital invested. 

This figure expresses the profits of the business as that term is ordinarily used in the 

business world, and is nearly independent of the size of the farm. Obviously, this factor 

would have little value in comparing tenants with owner farms, but in this study all 

farms have been reduced to the same tenure, namely, that of owners who operate thelr 

own farms. 

The per cent return on investment eliminates the factor of size even more completely 

than does the index of earnings. These two terms express the profits of the business 

from different points of view, one ascribing the profits to capital and the other to the 

operator’s labor and management. Both having been found very useful in this study, 

and are the ones used throughout as the principal measures of farm efficiency. 
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as here used not including products consumed on the farm. Hogs 
furnish the next largest returns, with 15.7 per cent of the total 
receipts, followed by oats and rye taken together, watermelons, corn, 
and cattle, these ranging in order from 6.1 per cent to 4.4 per cent 
of all receipts. But when the value of the products consumed in the 
farm home is added to the sales, the order is changed, hogs taking 
second place: followed by cattle, corn, miscellaneous crops, oats and 
rye, and watermelons. ‘The miscellaneous crops include in order of 
importance sweet potatoes, peanuts, Irish potatoes, cabbage, etc. 
Other and less important sources of receipts or increases of inven- 

tories of feed and supplies are poultry and eggs, sugar-cane sirup 
(see fig. 9), cowpea hay, receipts from miscellaneous sources, and 
live stock other than cattle, hogs, and poultry. The last named con- 

RECEIPTS PRoOUCTS ONSUMED IN 

RECEIPTS PER FARM 

400 600 800 1000 $1200 FARM HOME 

or 
TOTAL 

FARM REC'PTS SEA 

COTTON 

SWINE 

CATTLE AND PRODUCTS 

CORN 

MISCELLANEDUS CROPS RSS 

OATS AND RYE 

WAT ERMELONS 

FEED AND SUPPLIES 

POULTRY AND EGGS 

SUGAR CANE ANDO SYRUP 

COWPEA HAY 

MISCELL ANEOUS RECPTS, 

OTHER LIVE STOCK 
i | FARR recepTshS CONSUMED IN THE FARR HOME 

Fic. 8.—Sources of farm receipts and products consumed in the home. 

sists of sales of honey and a very few colts, sheep, and goats. The 
miscellaneous receipts come from labor performed off of the farm, 
sales of wood, lumber and turpentine rights, tolls from gristmills, 
and rents from farm buildings, balers, and thrashing machines. 

The value of swine products consumed in the farm home was 
found to equal nearly one-third as much as receipts from sales of 

such products. In the case of cattle, these two items were of almost 

identical value (see Table III), while the value of poultry products 
and of miscellaneous crops used on the farm greatly exceed the sales 

therefrom. 
The method of measuring the size of any enterprise by direct re- 

ceipts therefrom does not give the proper weight to the feed and pas- 
{ure crops, the major part of which are consumed by the live stock 
on the farm. The total value of the crops grown is, for many pur- 
voses, a better measure, and when this measure is used the corn crop 
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ranks next to cotton, equaling half the value of that crop. The pea- 
nut crop then ranks fourth, and the oats, rye, hay, and sweet potato 
erops assume more importance than the receipts would indicate. 
A considerable part of the last-named crop is grown for hog pasture. 

me | 
Wee Se ee - 

Fic. 9.—Grinding sugar cane and evaporating the sirup. Nearly every farm in this sec- 

tion grows a patch of sugar cane, and on many of the farms the sirup is a source of 

cash receipts. 

CURRENT EXPENSES. 

The current expenses include 82 per cent of the total farm expenses 
for the year if we do not consider the value of the operator’s own 
service ($405) as a farm expense. The remaining 18 per cent con- 
sists of depreciation of buildings, machinery, and work stock, and de- 
creases in the inventories of live stock and feeds and supplies. 

The amounts and the relative importance of the principal items 
of current expenses are shown in figure 10. Labor constitutes more 
than half of these expenses, and half of this labor expense consists of 
cropper labor ($400). The latter represents the difference between 
the value of the cropper’s share of the crops he produces and his ex- 
pense for seed, fertilizer, and ginning, bagging, and ties. Wage 
labor equals 38 per cent of the labor expense, and the unpaid family 
Jabor makes up the remaining 12.5 per cent. Commercial fertilizers 
constitute slightly less than one-fifth of the current expenses, and 
feeds purchased less than one-twentieth. The three remaining im- 
portant items of expense are, in order, repairs to buildings, fences, 
and machinery; ginning, bagging and ties; and taxes. 

TENURE AND LANDLORD’S PROFITS. 

Of the 106 farms included in this study, only 7 were operated by 
tenants. Of these, 5 paid a cash rent and 2 gave a stated amount of 
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lint cotton. However, 13 of the farm owners rented land in addition 

to the land owned, and 19 rented out parts of their farms, leaving 67 
straight owner-operators. For these areas rented out a stated cotton 
rent or “standing” rent was the usual form of payment. No in- 
stances were found of entire farms rented for a share of the crop, 
though it is a common practice for single fields to be rented for a 
share of the crop grown, that crop usually being watermelons, 

On 33 farms that were rented in whole or in part, and for which 
the rent paid was cash or “ standing” rent, it was possible to calculate 

CURRENT EXPENSES PER FARM 

$3.00 6 00 3 00 ' $1200 

LABOR (EXCEPT OPERATOR) b WZZEZEZER 

COMMERICAL FERTILIZER 

FEED PURCHASED 

REPAIRS 

GINNING, BAGGING & TIES 

TAXES 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ES croprer LaBor WAGE LABOR EE Famity LagoR 

Fic. 10.—Items of current expenses. 

the landlord’s net return. After deducting taxes, depreciation on 
buildings and all other expenses, the landlord’s net profit was found 
to be 8.25 per cent of the market price of the land. 

Since so few tenant farms were found and it was desired to have 
all the farms on a common basis for comparison, all the farms 

rented in whole or in part were reduced to an owner-operator basis. 
This was done by adding the landlord’s investment, receipts, and 
expenses to those of the operator, thus treating the operator as an 

owner. The parts of the farms that were rented out were eliminated 
from the farm business by deducting the investment, receipts, and 

expenses involved. 

LABOR SYSTEMS. 

WAGE SYSTEM. 

Two distinct systems of hiring labor are found here, as through- 
out the cotton belt. One is the wage system and the other is the 
share cropper, or cropper, system. Usually the laborers hired by 

the month are contracted for in January for .a period extending to 
the beginning of cotton picking. The usual monthly wage varies 
from $10 to $15 per month, with or without rations; besides which 
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usually a house and often a garden plot are furnished. Much labor 

is also hired by the day during certain seasons, and it is very com- 
mon to hire by the “piece,” the units being 100 pounds of cotton 

picked, an acre of crop “chopped” or hoed, a bushel of peanuts 

harvested or shelled, ete. Much of the day and “piece” work is 
done by women and children. 

CROPPER SYSTEM. 

Under the cropper system the laborer usually receives, in lieu of 
a cash wage, one-half share of crops he grows, and he is charged 
with half the cost of the fertilizer, ginning, bagging and ties, and 
sometimes half of the cost of seed used. The operator furnishes 
everything else, including work stock and all tools and equipment. 
In some cases the operator keeps all the cotton seed and in return 
does not charge the cropper for any of the fertilizer. Several other 
minor variations in the contract occur. In Brooks County the crop- 
per is usually required to plant peanuts between the rows of the 
greater part of his corn. The peanut crop is almost always pas- 
tured off by hogs, only sufficient seed being gathered to replace that 
used for planting. In some instances the operator buys the cropper’s 
share of the peanut pasture, but more commonly the cropper must 
have his own hogs to gather his crop if he is to profit by it. 
By many persons the cropper is mistaken for a share tenant. 

But in this section, at least, he is regarded as a wage hand who re- 
ceives his wages in the form of a share of the crop. He furnishes 
nothing but labor and is under practically as close supervision in 
the management of his crop as is the laborer employed for a fixed 
wage. : 

Most of the hired labor on these farms, both wage hands and 
croppers, are colored. Both labor systems are found on exactly 
half of the farms, including practically all the larger ones. The 
operator usually prefers the wage system and the laborer the crop- 
per system. The reasons for these preferences will appear later 
in this discussion. The cropper is ordinarily considered to be a 
somewhat higher grade of laborer than is the wage hand. 
Table IV shows the average cropper’s receipts, expenses, and net 

income per cropper, cotton being figured at the average 5-year 
price, as it is throughout this publication. 

27202°—18—Bull, 648——3 
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Taste 1V.—Cropper’s receipts, erpenses, and net income, per cropper on 58 
farms (124 croppers, Brooks County, Ga.). 

Cropper’s receipts: 
(YO, i x70) 0) Ramo Nae Me Mie ie pid Elsi eal iy ds Es Be $297. 29 

Gori and t0dders 8°39 ees ee ee 68. 74 

Oats “sad SoS bsg ee eh ies Mp 2 a ee Sele) a 19. 77 

Other 222. 22 sooner ae ee) ees ee eee 2. 90 

Total 2c Eee eae Bee Age ee eee ee rs ee $388. 70 
Cropper’s expenses : 

TSG. 5 VA OTe 8 ah ee 18. 56 

aint lys Vapor 2 od se ae ee ee ee 60. 10 

UWA EY ETSY OO) OWA Gh hs) epee a ae Lah op ol ae ee a 7. 20 

AW ORGUIUZOT: 252-6 ale kale vee ene oe, a es eta Ofc ee 36. 90 

Gaining: “bag giness amd tes *<<8 tae beet eee Se eee 11. 64 

Seba tec SMR le. OR pee libs ih Pk Best. itd 2 Bee . 86 

(6 6 le ec PR a eh Dt op cal aan oer 130. 26 

@ropper’s met. Macomess php ek es 258. 44 

Estimated value of .cropperis labors == =e ee ee ee 138. 60 

The average cropper’s receipts amounted to $388.70, and the av- 
erage expenses to $130.26, leaving a net income to the cropper for his 
labor upon his crops of $258.44, which compares with $138.60 as the 
amount that he would have received for the same labor had he been 
working for wages. In addition to this the cropper worked an 
average of 13.3 days for wages, most of it for the operator. Included 
in the list of expenses is an item of $60.10, the estimated value of the 
labor of the cropper’s family. This item added to the cropper’s net 
income gives $318.54 as the amount that the cropper and his family 
would have received for their year’s work on their crops had cotton 
sold for a normal price. The difference between $258.44 and $138.60 
represents the cropper’s recompense for assuming a share of the risk 
of crop failure and a low market. All of the estimates upon which 
these calculations are based were secured from the operator and not 
from the cropper. 

COMPARATIVE YIELDS AND COSTS BY WAGE AND BY CROPPER SYSTEM. 

Table V shows the comparative yields and unit costs of crops 
grown by the systems just described. It will be seen that for each 
crop the average yields secured by the wage system are appreciably 
higher than those by the cropper system, the difference amounting 
to 16 per cent for cotton and solid corn and 8 per cent for corn 

planted with peanuts. These higher yields were undoubtedly due 
to heavier applications of fertilizer, closer supervision by the op- 
erator, and some differences in soil, since the best fields are often re- 
served for the wage crops. 

1 Does not include returns from labor other than on his own crop. 
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Taste V.—Comparative yields and unit cost of crops by wage and cropper sys- 
tems (Brooks County, Ga.). 

¥ : Corn (with Peanuts Peanuts (with 
Cotton. Corn (solid). peanuts). (solid). | corn). 

Item. | 
Wage Crop- | wage Sop ~| Wage Crop-| Wage Cr o Wage Crop- 
eee sys | Pe. | sy | Pe |peye | 2d sys | Pe 
tem. | tom. | te™- | tem. | te™- | tem. | *™- | tem. | “| tem 

Number of farms......--..--- 93 | 53 47 14 77 43 49 4 76 42 

Average yield of principal , ; 
PPGOIMOLS fone ae ea = a@316 | a@272 b15| 613] 613) 612) Pastured. ; Pastured. 

Cost per unit of principal a Waier E: 
products: 

SAE Oo) oC a ea See aaa $0. O80 |.--.-.-. 0A $0.38 |...-..- $2.56 |:.--.- $1.74 
Momperator ==. 652... 22.2 $0.093 | .097 | $0.83 | 1.20 | $0.67 SSR Repel: Meio [tn serats . 366 

Average or total for sys- 
(alti 4 SASS Sar -093 | .089 -83 . 84 . 67 .66 | 11.09 | 10.09 | 5.70 5.40 

@ Pounds of lint. b Bushels. 

Under the wage system the average cost per pound of lint cotton 
is 9.3 cents, while under the cropper system the average cost: to all 
parties concerned is 8.9 cents. But the share of the crop that goes 
to the operator costs the latter 9.7 cents a pound. From the stand- 
point of the laborer, the cropper system gives better financial re- 
sults. This is as it should be, for the cropper assumes a part of 
the risk incident to production, which the wage hand does not. In 
case of partial or total crop failure the cropper loses the use of all 
or part of his time, while the wage hand receives the same, or nearly 

the same, income as in normal years. 
In the case of corn, the total average cost is approximately the 

same by both systems, being 83 to 84 cents a bushel. But under the 
cropper system there is a wide divergence between the cost to cropper 
and operator of the share of the crop each receives. The cropper’s 
share of the corn costs him only 48 cents a bushel (88 cents when 
interplanted with peanuts), while the operator’s share of cropper 
corn costs the operator $1.20 (93 cents with peanuts in the corn). 
This divergence is so great that it is not surprising that many oper- 
ators who willingly accept share rent from croppers for cotton insist 
on cash rent for land devoted to corn, with the result that on cotton 
plantations generally a much larger proportion of corn than of 
cotton is grown under the wage system. 

The major part of the operator’s share of the cost of the cropper’s 
crops consists of work stock, labor, and the use of the land. ‘The 
details of these oats are shown in Table XX (see p. 52). It should 
be borne in mind throughout this publication that the term “ costs ” 
covers every charge, including cost. of supervision and wages for the 
farmer, the cropper, and their families. 
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SIZE OF BUSINESS. 

Farm-management surveys, this one included, have uniformly 
shown that the size of the farm business is probably the most impor- 
tant factor in determining the returns the farmer secures for his 
year’s work. It is obviously impossible to secure a large return from 
a business of small volume, even if the margin of profit be a wide one. 
On the other hand, the larger the business the greater the possibility 
of both profits and losses. The influence of the size of the farm 
business on the returns is shown in Table VI. The sources and 
amounts of the farm receipts and expenses, and the net returns, 

presented from several different points of view, are shown for the 
groups of farms of different sizes and for the white and colored 
farmers separately. 

Taste VI.—Relation of size of farm and race of operator to farm receipts, 
expenses, and net income (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Farms with total crop area of— 

250 All | white | ored Item. . Less = 
50 to | 75to | 150 to farms.| opera- | opera 

serra Pte ek We ea tors. | tors 
acres, | 2¢Tes- | acres. | acres. | vor 

INIMIDeROMaLINS 02. ot aS eae rine 18 24 27 21 16 106 86 20 

Acres of crop land per farm.........-.-.--- 33 63 111 192 389 145 | _. 166 54 

Capitaine farm... 9.24.25" 2sccd- nance: $2, 091 |$4,049 |$7, 190 |811, 110 |$24, 500 |$8, 992 |$13, 329 f $3,275 

Receipts: 
(CHG) CCR Sonpoe SaSneaa oss 5ocSGeep aeons $413 | $845 |$1,420 | $2,560 | $5,527 |$1,964 | $2, 213 $896 
Live stock (exclusive of work stock).. 101 185 460 931 1, 482 584 702 80 
Heed and supplies:- 2 -.- -<. 2 -6 2 =~ 35 39 92 99 "155 81 87 53 
IMG Scella ne OUSS stat marae beeen ae 11 23 70 14 118 46 49 31 

Motalrecaiptsessnessee eee ee aL oe 560 | 1,092 | 2,012 | 3,604] 7,282 | 2,675 | 3,051 | 1,060 

Expenses: : 
CULL fp seee ese ean eee eee tee ae ee $232 | $541 | $996 | $1,846 | $4,195 |$1, 416 | $1,639 $453 
Depreciation - - 44 88 124 17 325 142 158 73 
Decrease feed and supplies. . 22... 21 40 83 138 92 75 84 36 
Decrease live stock (including work 

SCOCK)- OP ee = So oceanic eo ins cements 37 63 71 114 198 90 101 42 

MPotallexpenses. 2-2-2. ee ees 334] 732] 1,274] 2,270] 4,810] 1,723] 1,982} 604 

$226 | $360 | $768 | $1,334 |°$2,471 | $952 | $1,069 $456 
167 324 575 888 | 1,959 720 826 262 

Farm income......-.---- 
Interest at 8 per cent.-.--. 

Tea pOraMCOmen oP =s-s4 eee se 3 ee 59 39 193 446 512 232 243 194 
Food products used in home 267 377 479 544 612 453 507 228 
Wood used by operator... -- a 12 14 14 16 18 15 15 14 
MEGUSOWEMLS Hoe Sa toe eeS - e eon Ae ee 33 53 98 133 306 116 132 40 

Warmer’s eamingss2 2.225. S45. /3-. 2422 371 480 784 1,139 | 1,448 816 897 476 
Estimated value family labor...........-- $61 | $118 $98 $119 $102 | $101 $88 $159 

Family earnings.::.5---<--- --0es-=<es< 432| 598| 382] 1,258] 1,550| 917) 985| 685 

Estimated value of operator’s labor....---- $153 | $270| $372] $442 $900 | $405 | $446 $231 ° 

Per cent return on investmenta....... me ee oS ae a a a a ae | 62| 62 

a Unweighted averages. 
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It is seen that the average receipts, expenses, and net farm income 
(or farm income)? for the different groups vary in almost direct pro- 
portion to the size of the farm. The same is true of both the labor 
income and the farmer’s earnings. Thus the farm income varies from 
$226 for the smallest-farm size group to $2,471 for the largest-farm 
group, giving an average of $1,069 for all of the white farmers, $456 
for the colored, and $952 for all the farms taken together. This 
figure represents the fund available for the living of the farmer and 
his family, provided he owns his farm unmortgaged, in addition to 
the unpaid family labor and the products furnished directly by the 
farm. This is of special interest. to the unmortgaged farm owner. 
When the earnings of the farm capital, or interest upon the value 

of the farm and equipment, is subtracted from the farm income, the 

difference is called labor income. This item varies among the differ- 
ent groups of farms from $58 for the smallest farm to $512 for the 

largest one, with an average of $232 for all farms. The labor income 
is the measure of farm efficiency used in most farm-management sur- 
veys. It is of special concern to the tenant and the farmer who car- 
ries a mortgage. It must be remembered, however, that it does not 
take into account the living that the farmer and his family get di- 
rectly from the farm. 

When the items last named, consisting of food, fuel,? and house 
rent,® are added to the labor income, the sum is what in this publica- 

_ tion is called the farmer’s earnings. This sum varies on these groups 
of farms from $370 for the smallest farm size group to $1,448 for the 
largest farm group, with averages of $897, $476, and $816 for the 
white, colored, and all farms, respectively. The farmer’s earnings are 
the measure of farm returns that has been used more than any other 
throughout this study. 

The farmer’s earnings do not include the value of the unpaid 
family labor. The latter averaged $101, and when added to the 
former equals what is shown in the table as family earnings. This 
figure represents the value of all that the farmer and his family secure 
from the farm in addition to the interest on the farm investment. It 
is the amount that the tenant would have for a living for himself and 
family. The sum of this figure and the interest on the investment 
represents the total net returns that the unmortgaged farm owner and 
his family secure from his farm, the average amount of which varies 
from $599 on the smallest farm group to $3,509 on the largest farm 
group, and $1,811, $897, and $1,637 for all white, all colored, and all 

farms, respectively. 

1$ee definition in footnote, p. 13. 

2Farm value of wood (uncut) used in the farm home. This does not include wood 

used by croppers and wage hands. However, the latter is included in labor costs in 

ealculating costs of production. 

%Ten per cent of the present value of the dwelling (not the cost when new) is taken 

to cover the interest, taxes, and insurance. 

- 
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A further study of Table VI shows that on the larger farms the op- 
erators live in much better houses and secure much greater values of 
food products from the farm than do those on the smaller farms. 
Between the extreme size groups the values of family food furnished 

by the farm varies from $267 to $612, and the average rental value of 

the houses from $33 to $306. 

On the farms of the smallest farm group the value of family living 
obtained from the farm actually exceeded the net income from all 
other sources by 39 per cent, but on those of the largest farm group 
the family living furnished equaled only 38 per cent of all of the 
other net receipts. In other words, on the small farms the family 
living obtained is an all-important factor, while on the larger farms 
it is relatively a secondary consideration. 

Another method of measuring the profits of the farm is to sub- 

tract the value of the farmer’s labor from the farm income and call 
the remainder returns on the capital. Figured in this way, and 
not considering the item of family living obtained, these farms 
returned an average of 6.2 per cent on the investment. On the two 
‘groups of smaller farms the per cent returns were lowest, while on 

the fourth group, or good-sized family farms, they were highest. 

QUALITY OF FARM BUSINESS. 

CROP YIELDS. 

On farms of a given size the yields secured constitute perhaps 

the most important factor in determining the farm profits. In 

Table VII the farms are grouped according to the average yield of 

crops. The group of farms that have the lowest yields have an 

average crop index! of 69, which means that the crop yields equaled 

but 69 per cent of the average yields secured by all of the farms. 

This group of farms returned average farmer’s earnings’ of $586, 

while for the other groups the crop indexes were 92, 104, and 126, 

and the farmer’s earnings $708, $840, and $1,061, ‘crenata But 

the farmer’s earnings are largely determined by the size of the farm. 

To eliminate the element of size and see the effect of crop yields 

independently, the index of earnings* and the per cent return on 

investment are shown. The group of farms with the lowest yields 

gave an index of earnings of 80, or in other words, farmer’s earnings 
en ee ee oo 

1The crop index represents the relative yields of all crops on any farm or group of 

farms as compared with the average yield of all crops on all the farms in the survey, 

the latter being expressed as 100. For method of calculating, see Department of Agri- 

culture Bulletin 341, p. 75. The index here used is weighted, the acreage of each crop 

being weighted in propertion to the average amount of man labor expended on an acre of 

that crop. This weighting is necessary because of the wide difference in the relative 

intensity of the crops grown and of the different proportions in which these crops are 

combined on the different farms. 

2See definitions in footnote, p. 13, 
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which equal but 80 per cent of the average farmer’s earnings secured 
from farms of similar size. On the other groups of farms with in- 
creasing average crop yields, the index of earnings increased regu- 
larly to 116, while the corresponding returns on investment increased 
similarly from 2.9 per cent to 8.2 per cent. 

TasBLe VII.—Relation of crop index to farm returns (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Per cent 
Cropindest Number pee ey Farmer’s |Index of | return on 
EOD : offarms. | 54g oi earnings.| earnings.| invest- 

| ment. 

PESO Ok) ee ee See ee eee 13 69 $586 80 2.9 
SORTED SA eee oe a Se ee ee Sn rele acieetsecice | 43 » 92 708 87 5.6 
UU B= ae ee eS ee oe let he ee aR 21 104 840 108 6.7 
Coe Pile) 2) Gee 6 es ets lat a a : 29 126 * 1,061 116 8.2 

SMU DLT: Se ee © 5 ee eee eer 106 100 816 100 6.2 

a See definition of crop index on p. 22. 

The close dependence of profits upon crop yields can be shown 

more concretely by considering for each crop separately the relation 

between costs and yields. This relation is shown by Table VIII." 
In the case of every crop, as the yields increased the cost per unit of | 
crop decreased regularly, while the profits per acre correspondingly 

increased. Thus, the cotton yields of less than 200 pounds per acre 
of net lint cost 11.6 cents per pound to produce, but this cost de- 
creased to 7.5 cents per pound when the yields exceeded 400 pounds 
per acre. The low yields mentioned show a loss of $1.63 per acre, 
while the high yields returned an acre profit of $18.19. The farms 
that secured the higher yields of cotton were the ones which also 
returned the largest net profits for the year’s business. Thus the 
farms that secured cotton yields of less than 200 pounds per acre 

returned farmers’ earnings equal to only 47 per cent of the average 
returned by all farms of a similar size, whereas the farms yielding 
more than 400 pounds per acre returned earnings 37 per cent larger 
than the average. 

11It will be noticed that the number of records for cotton and corn are greater than 

the number of farms surveyed. This is due to the fact that the costs of the wage crops 

have been kept separate from those of the croppers, since the two sets of crops are 

handled by more or less independent systems and are treated differently. Thus, many of 

the farms furnish two separate records of costs of cotton and corn. In this and one or 

two other tabulations these separate records have been treated as though coming from 

different farms. 
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TaBsLe VIII.—Relation of crop yields to costs per crop unit and profits per acre 
(Brooks County, Ga.). 

Profit .| Average | Cost per 
Crop. Yield. pas acre foe oF loses 

EES estan unit. anne 

Under 200 pounds. =. <2. -2- 2-2-5. 15 172 $0.116 | a@—$1.63 
Cotton 200 to 299 pounds......-.- : * 68 258 - 091 5. 29 

goa e tan cits oe 300 to 399 pounds.......-. Seat 43 338 .078 7.96 
400 'andiover. 2 scesh see ee te Ee 17 450 -075 18.19 

A Verag en Seas SAG SAU oa 143 299 - 091 7.04 

eae 8 Beles Les SEED fe 12 9.3 1.26 a—4.66 
: LOLS DUSHEISS aac ee ome 33 13.4 - 85 a—1.16 

Corn, solid.......-.------- 16 to 20 bushels... ..............., | 17.8 73 45 
Owen 20i bushels) 225-22 sce soee 5 24.2 66 2.54 

IAVOTASO 6: 20) tees cote 61 14.3 89 a—1.31 

nde 0 Basile, Acces eascceccen 18 8.2 -.80 a—.17 
. to.22; Dushels-; -ccstesaueees eto 37 10.1 74 -04 

Corn with peanuts......... 126 16 bushels). a .ecast le 33| 13.6 70 34 
Over Jobusheise4. 2 ae ee 32 16.7 57 2.92 

IA VOTO: wars ekg SSR eee 120 12.4 70 82 

Under 10 bushels......-...------- 8 8.4 84 a—2.53 
£0 sto.U5> DUSHSIS: o>... cock acleee eas 22 ! 11.2 73 a—1.68 

Ostshe® 2.665) fascateede ne Thito20bushelss. 2k 6.3) ek ees 22 16.1 47 1.21 
Za TOZO DUSHCIS.— ccte wean eee 10 PAVE 37 3.42 
Ojveri25 pushels 82.2 ee 8 27.9 36 4.44 

AVOIESO Rs S5s5 Seas ss 70 | 15.8 56 56 

Dede 0.5 ton. 16 34 26.88 a—l.74 
: .5 to 0.75 ton. eral 37 56 17.20 58 
Cowpea hay....-..--.-.-.- os toiiton.. 21 .s ed a 5 "32 | 12.03 5.42 

1 ton and over ae 8 1.06 11.23 8.62 

Averages. ste cee se anon 66 | .59 | 18.57 1.42 

ad 0.35 erica? pede een eee a 29 73.36 a—3. e 
foo LOO. 49 Carloads oof scp te see 13 . 42 53.68 1.84 

Watermelons.............- 0.50 to 0.59 carload................ 17 ‘51 | 51.26 2.01 
O60 Andover: =< -<-ncccaee a seen 10 -70 41.60 15.08 

RveintO. gen eee ee 45 | 50} 52.54 | 4.23 

Under 100 bushels...) 44sec 7 70 -36 14.18 
Sweet potatoes............ HOO Uushels... eo ce ee es eee 12) “108 28 27.27 

©:ver100) bushels s22 2-52. ee 7 162 . 22 65. 0L 

Rgpiatis of. bia. ee ae 26 | 108 29 | 33.90 

a Loss. 

These results would indicate that where the market prices and other 
conditions are similar to those found at the time these records were 
taken it is necessary to obtain a cotton yield greater that 200 pounds 
of net lint per acre if a profit is to be secured. But these records 
were taken before the cotton-boll weevil had invaded the county. 
With the expenses of fighting the weevil added, either yields higher 
than 200 pounds per acre, or prices higher than 10 cents per pound 
are necessary if the crop is to show a profit to the grower. 

The data presented also indicate that under the conditions found, 
with corn at an average price of 75 cents per bushel, it is necessary to 
secure a yield above 10 bushels per acre of corn planted in rows alter- 
nating with peanuts, or about 18 bushels of corn planted “ solid,” if a 
profit is to be shown when figured by cost determination methods. 
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Similarly, oats must yield about 15 bushels to show a profit at an 
average price of approximately 50 cents; but when the yield slightly 
exceeds 25 bushels, the cost is reduced to 36 cents per bushel. The 
latter yields a good margin of profit. 

Cowpea hay yielding one-third of a ton to the acre costs $26.88 per 
ton to produce, and entailed a loss of $1.74 per acre. Increasing the 

- DOLLARS PER TON 

COST OF WATERMELONS PER CARLOAD 

COST OF SWEET POTATOES - CENTS PER BUSHELS COST OF COWPEA HAY 

a ° 
YIELD -SWEET POTATOES IN BUSHELS 

1.2 6 8 1.0 

YIELO - COWPEA HAY IN TON 

200 300 soc 500 
YIELO OF COTTON~ POUNDS PER ACRE 

Fic. 11.—Relation of yields of principal crops to cost per crop unit. 

yield to one-half a ton brought the cost down to approximately the 
market price, and increasing it to slightly over a ton reduced the cost 
per ton to $11.23 and resulted in an acre profit of $8.62. 
Watermelon yields of one-third of a carload per acre must bring 

about $75 per car at the point of loading, if the grower is to “ break 

27202°—18—Bull. 648-4 
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even.” But if he increases this yield to half a carload he can sell for 
$50 without loss, and if he further increases the production to two- 

thirds of a car per acre, $40 per load will cover all costs. 
All the yields of sweet potatoes found show a wide margin of 

profit. Average yields of 70 bushels per acre cost 386 cents per 
bushel; increasing the yield to 100 bushels reduced the cost to 28 
cents, while a further increase to 162 bushels further reduced the cost 
to 22 cents. The records for this crop are few in number and repre- 
sent small scale production. But the costs and margins shown would 
indicate that the crop offers commercial possibilities for the grower. 

The manner in which the costs per crop unit decrease with increas- 
ing yields is shown for the six important crops by the curves in 
figure 11. 
‘There is, of course, for each crop under any set of conditions a 

point beyond which any further increase in yield can be secured only 
at a cost per unit higher than the returns. On some individual farms 
in Brooks County this point of “ diminishing returns” has no doubt 
been reached or exceeded; but these tabulations show that in no case 
have any of the groups of farms studied brought the crop yields to 
that point. Evidently one of the surest means of increasing the 
profitableness of these farms is the increasing of the crop yields. 

* UTILIZATION OF WORK-STOCK LABOR. 

‘The largest item of cost, next to that of man labor, is the cost of 
work stock. In this study it was found to amount to $509 per farm, 
which is approximately equal to half of the cost of all man labor, 
or 19.2 per cent of the cost of producing all farm crops. Figured 
on the basis of the cost per day of productive labor, the work stock 
cost $1.07, as compared with $1.20 for man labor. Manifestly, the 

utilization of work stock so as to keep down this large element of cost 
is one of the chief factors in determining profits on these farms. 

Taste IX.—Relation of number of productive days mule labor per mule to 
farm returns, acres per mule, and cost of mule labor per day (Brooks 

County, Ga.). 

number 
Productive days mule labor per mule. Nee Pe oe Forte 

per mule.| Per day 

Dyan OSS sts care a Joee a aes sear 233.22 Re See eee 12 62 $1.70 

ZG BCL OQOE 2 8a 2 he eee Se are a SB a Serpe mn A ci pa at a ee 26 .88 1.23 

hi) bac 65 eee ee Sei hm es eee Ae regs ee) Soret ope ene 2S Sug She 33 112 1.00 

p25 CER Se Coens 5 ee eee See Rpm nee eet Sets eer sre ote tee Cease 21 137 - 84 
ath 0A Gage Se ee ee OER Re ew co ee ee cc cis aceon 14 172 72 

ANIME Sisc2.c sheet Sh. Mae J See Lae ele eee 106 113 1.07 
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Increasing the amount of productive labor per mule reduces the 
cost per day of such labor, resulting in a lower cost of production 
and larger farm profits. 
farms are grouped 
on the basis of the 
number of days of 
labor per mule. On 
the group of farms 
reporting the least 
productice labor per 
mule, or an average 
of 62 days per year, 
the cost per day of 
mule labor amounted 
to $1.70, which daily 
cost decreased regu- 
larly to 72 cents on 
the group reporting 
the most labor, or 172 
days per mule. The 
striking relation be- 
tween increasing days’ 
work per mule and 
decreasing cost per 
day of mule labor is 
shown by the curve in 
figure 12. 

It may well be asked 
by what means some 
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DAYS PRODUCTIVE LABOR PER MULE 

This is shown by Table TX, in which the 

Fig. 12.—Relation of days of productive labor per mule to 

the cost per day. 

of the farms provided so much more employment for the work stock 
than did others. The data in Table X indicate that the area culti- 
vated per mule is the most important factor. 

Taste X.—Relation of number of acres of crop land per mule to utilization of 
mule labor and to farm returns (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Average Ae 
acres shit 

Number of acres crop land per | Number | 9 of crop 
mule, of farms. | Jang ae land per 

nt farm. 

LEDS ee ee 11 16 48 
POPE tec bcc ctoecc sdigcniecse 18 22 81 
5 090. he 21 27 113 
PIBAONCDS cio ce eas at ron sk mene 24 32 144 
BRON OVE - 8525 ons) 255\5-nioe-e 32 42 233 

MEDD okra y ics VS aa 2 106 | 31 145 

Acres 
of cotton 

per 
mule, 

| Sone a POO; 

Days 
~ Cost 

on of cotton | Index of 
per per earnings, 

Fale! pound, 

67 $0. 095 80 
89 - 092 71 

108 -092 103 
124 . 083 123 
139 - 080 101 

113 020 100 
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Acres of crop land per mule.—In Table X the farms are grouped 
according to the amount of crop land worked per mule. The farms 
that have the fewest acres per mule, or an average of 16, secured only 
67 days productive work from each animal, but as the number of 
acres increased, the number of days per mule increased regularly to 

an average of 139 on the group that operated the largest area per 

animal. This increased employment of the work stock resulted in a 
corresponding decrease in the cost per day of productive labor from 
$1.50 to $0.90. Such an economy in so important an item of cost 

must necessarily result in lower costs of production and greater 
profits. The cost of producing cotton decreased from 9}$ cents per 
pound on the first-mentioned group of farms to 8.3 cents on the 
farms that operated 30 or 35 acres per mule, but it increased to 9 
cents on the farms that had more than 35 acres per animal. This 
result was corroborated by the index of earnings, which increases 
markedly up to the point of 30 to 35 acres per mule. Beyond this 
the profits are less. 
An apparent irregularity appears in that the index earnings were 

greater for the first than for the second group of farms shown in 
Table X. The explanation is that two or three farms with good 
crop yields and a low investment secured a high percentage of re- 
turns in spite of inadequate utilization of work stock. The number 
of farms in the group was insufficient fully to neutralize the influence 
of these few abnormal farms. 

It will be noted that the farms which cultivated the fomecieas acres 
per mule average smaller in size than those which operated a larger 
area per animal. Undoubtedly the larger farms possess advantages 
which facilitate their organization upon a basis providing for the 
more eflicient employment of work stock labor. 

It may further be stated that the cultivation of an increased number 
of acres per work animal was not at the expense of crop yields. In 
fact, the lowest yields were found in the group that worked the 
smallest area per animal. 

It is not probable that all the differences in costs and profits shown 
can be attributed to the differences in relative employment of work 

stock, for the men who keep their work stock efficiently employed are 
likely to be also more efficient in other respects. But the method of. 
grouping used eliminates the effect of other factors as far as pos- 
sible, and it is believed that the influence of area per mule has not 
been greatly overemphasized. 

Farmers are often advised to reduce the number of acres per mule 
in order to cultivate the remaining acres more intensively, but the 
preceding table would seem to show that it is much more important 
to cultivate a sufficient number of acres per work animal to keep that 
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labor efficiently employed. From 30 to 35 acres per mule would 

seem to be the proper acreage under the conditions here found. The 
soil on these farms is a light sand and is easily cultivated. On a 
heavier type of soil, no doubt, fewer acres per mule would be found 

to be more desirable. 

RELATION OF AMOUNT OF TILLAGE TO COSTS AND PROFITS. 

Much has been said regarding the benefits arising from déep plow- 
ing, thorough and frequent preparation of the seedbed, and fre- 
quency of cultivation, much of the advice on these points making 
little or no distinction between types of soil. In gathering data for 
the purpose of calculating costs of production in this study, the 
amount of man and mule labor involved in each operation of each 
crop was ascertained for each farm. It is thus possible to study the 
profitableness of different amounts of tillage. 

Using the amount of mule labor expended per acre as probably 
the best available measure of the degree of tillage, the effect of that 
factor upon the profits and costs of cotton have been tabulated and 
the results shown in Table XI. The cotton crop was used because it 
was the most important crop grown here and because for it the 
jargest number of records are available. The figures upon which 
this table is based include all of the mule labor spent on the cotton up 
to and including the planting of the crop. 

TABLE XI.—Relation of amount of mule labor expended in preparatory tillage 
of cotton to costs and profits (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Average 

Number | MWe | yield at +? days Profit | net lint 
Days mule labor per acre, preparatory tillage. Grier prepara- ares per acre. per 

: tory = pound. 
tillage. 

Pounds 
ae Se EMC Aten eer Sen no a eee aces ss icie ite acaiee 15 1.14 292 $8. 47 $0. 085 
“LOFT Lappe aa ig Sana ie ce ones ae See er 44 1.77 293 8.37 087 
Ue on gee eo a I aden see eee 51 2.22 298 6.53 093 
CT TATU! SITE A belle a) ie on 5 ce ae a Ee 33 2.89 311 | 6. 22 096 

Pee cated Wert ye aS SS 143 | | 2.12 299| 7.04 | 091 

It will be seen that the increasing amounts of mule labor were ac- 
companied by slowly increasing yields, but that these yields were not 
sufficient to offset the increased cost. Thus the cost per pound of 

net lint cotton increased regularly from 8.5 cents for the group that 
expended Jess than 1.5 days of mule labor per acre, to 9.6 cents for 
those on which more than 2.5 days were expended. These increased 
costs cut the profits per acre from $8.47 to $6.22. 

The results shown in this table would indicate that the extra labor 
cost involved in the deeper and more prolonged preparatory tillage 
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of cotton is not profitable on the light, sandy soils of this area. A 
similar tabulation based on the total amount of mule labor expended 
on cotton up to the time of harvesting the crop gave similar results, 
though slightly less pronounced. The results in this case were less 
pronounced because there is less difference in the practices of culti- 
vating the crop after planting than there is up to that time. Similar 
tabulations based on man labor gave less consistent results, since man 

labor is not so good a measure of the amount of tillage, owing to 
the differences in the number of mules used per team. No doubt 
different results would have been found on a heavier type of soil. 

RELATION OF AMOUNT OF FERTILIZER APPLICATIONS TO YIELDS, COSTS, AND 
PROFITS. 

To calculate the cost of production it was necessary to ascertain 
the cost per acre of the fertilizers applied to each crop. The data 
thus gotten permit an interesting study of the relative economy of 
the application of varying amounts of fertilizers on the principal 
crops. Using the cost per acre as a measure of the rate of applica- 
tion, since it is the only common measure for all of the fertilizer 
materials used, the effects on yields, costs, and profits have been 
tabulated for the principal crops, as shown in Table XII. The cost 
covers all classes of fertilizing materials applied, including stable 

manure, cottonseed meal, and commercial fertilizers, the last named 
representing the greater part of the costs. On none of the crops 
tabulated, except sweet potatoes, and possibly watermelons, was stable 
manure an important source of fertilizers. Approximately half the 
farms purchased the raw materials and did the mixing at home, 

while the others used ready-mixed fertilizers. No account has been 
taken of the residual effects of fertilizers applied to preceding crops, 
but these are reduced to a minimum in a region with such a light, 
sandy soil, heavy rainfall, and long growing season; and in any case 

they tend to neutralize each other when a group of farms are con- 
sidered, as has been done in these tabulations. 

TABLE XII.—Relation of cost of fertilizer applications to yields, costs, and profits 

(Brooks County, Ga.). 

Average 
r: Profit or ove Number | cost of Yield | Cost per 

Crop. Cost of fertilizers per acre. |o¢ records, fertilizer | per acre. \crop unit. ieee 6. _ per acre. 

Pounds 
S2iand less. aa: sscp-2 = 26 23 $1. 42 a 263 $0. 087 $7.45 
$2) Totes oe - . te etch ee 56 | 3.00 2 : 088 ge 
St COm Bese soe See oe ee 3a | 4.85 29 . 096 4. 

COMO enn anaae=nn-mser- $6 4088.00.12. 13 6.78 314 "101 4.18 
$8 to Sls: <p cee 9 8.76 383 094 9.15 

$10 andiover-<-i25. £2 2S Y 11.32 427 086 11.00 

Acveraze; 35.5. 933 143 | 4.32 299 091 7.04 

a Net lint. 
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TaBLe XI\.—Relation of cost of fertilizer applications to yields, costs, and profits 

(Brooks County, Ga.)—Continued. 

Average Profi 
= Number| cost of | Yield | Cost per | Profit or Crop. Cost of fertilizers per acre. of records.| fertilizer | per acre. |crop init, ee 

per acre. 7 

Bushels. ‘ 
$1.H0\anO Jess. .s 6555... cess 28 $0.70 13.4 $0.85 | a—$0.79 

MOS SONG se... ccerces 401. ED ALOUK owe c awe ce, 22 1.89 14.1 -86 | a— 1.02 
$2.50i8NG OVer.......22...5 ll 4.19 16.7 1.03 | a— 3.40 

J Tt 61 1.76 14.3 -89 | a— 1.31 

ee ae l Bl xcaiti i 11.2 57 1.72 
. MOGM eee a seme l cc bsncek 9 9 1.5 63 1.44 

pee peaniuts...... es OSES eae 46 1.91 12.6 74 “64 
PAHO ATL OVOP s.0/2.- 2505 «=m 19 3.21 15.1 94} a— .75 

LAG tir: ae ES ae 120 1.56 12.4 -70 . 82 

We Oho ce ae ae eee 55 14.9 55 -76 
Oats. -.--.---2.2--2-0-- ‘ones Nes See, ee 15 1.92 19.2 61 | a— .14 

Average... 2.2 0..55 70 41 15.8 - 56 56 

Carload. 
Yt eo Il iS a a 16 5. 86 -48 47.60 4.06 

Watermelons............ DU MO DO wana cc cin bwewacnakic 15 7.82 -50 50. 48 2.96 
PO UNG ONC nace. oct sacee 14 9.80 ~o2 52.50 5. 80 

PASVOEEP Oc. on se toa ice 45 7.75 50 52.54 4,23 

a Bushels 

Vo el a Ra Ha alee eae Ae Mauer eda amare dents cjclon © 8 Ay oe 
Sweet potatoes....-...--)34 t987...- 2 5 5.12 113 799 29.59 

SC ANG OVereett se aee fae 6 9.55 148 .30 55. 83 

VEIACO eo ates. 3 26 4.70 | 108 -29 33.90 

a Loss. 

It was found that with every crop for which there were a sufli- 
cient number of records to make tabulations, increasing amounts of 

fertilizer resulted in regular and appreciable increases in yields. But 
with every crop except sweet potatoes the increased yields were 
obtained at a higher cost per unit of crop, with exceptions to be 
noted, and at lower profits per acre. Thus the cost of corn varied 
from 85 cents per bushel, with the least amount of fertilizer, to $1.03, 
with the largest applications; the corn planted with peanuts cost 
57 cents per bushel without fertilizer, which cost increased to 94 
cents when the most fertilizer was applied. The profits per acre 
decreased in even greater proportion than the cost per bushel 
increased. 

Cotton to which the value of the fertilizers appled amounted to 
less than $2 per acre cost 8.7 cents per pound of net lint to produce. 
But with increasing amounts of fertilizer up to $8 per acre, the cost 
increased to 10.1 cents per pound. Apparently, increasing the fer- 
tilizer applications beyond $8 per acre reduced the cost below the 
high points of the preceding groups. But the small number of 
records for these highest applications renders the results unreliable 
for the last two groups. 
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Only 15 out of 70 farmers applied any fertilizer to the oat crop, 
a fact signifying that a large majority of them had not found it to 
be a profitable practice to make such applications. The 15 which 
did use fertilizers, to the extent of $1.92 per acre, increased their 
yield, but in so doing the cost per bushel was increased from 55 cents 

to 61 cents, and a small profit per acre was turned into a slight loss. 
Watermelons are fertilized rather heavily by nearly all growers, 

about 15 per cent of the value of the applications consisting of stable 
manure. The heavier applications resulted in somewhat increased 
yields, but at the expense of higher costs per unit of crop. Thus 
increasing amounts of fertilizers resulted in increasing the cost per 
carload from $47.60 to $50.48 and $52.50, respectively. This increas- 
ing cost per carload resulted in a correspondingly reduced profit per 
acre in the case of the second group, but the last group offers an 
apparent exception in that it shows the largest profit in spite of the 
high cost per carload. The higher prices obtained for the melons 
receiving the most fertilizer were, no doubt, due to the resulting 
better quality of melons and to the fact that they matured earlier 
and reached a more profitable market than did the melons produced 
on the other farms. Better salesmanship may possibly have been a 
factor in securing the high prices. 

The records for sweet-potato costs are few in number and repre- 
sent only small-scale production. The fertilizers applied consisted 
largely of stable manure and cottonseed meal. The results are there- 
fore not comparable to those obtained from records of other crops. 
The heavier applications were accompanied by much the higher 
yields, and the margin of profit was so wide in every case that the 
higher yields gave much greater profits, though the cost per bushel 
was nearly the same for all groups. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this table would seem to-be that 
on this type of soil, with the type of farming and the fertilizer 
practice found. on these farms, it does not pay to use the larger 
amounts of commercial fertilizers on the common field crops. Water- 
melons may offer a possible exception, and sweet potatoes are dis- 
tinctly exceptional. It should be remembered that on these farms 
the organic matter in the soil is largely maintained by the extensive 
growing and pasturing off of legumes, particularly peanuts. On a 
heavier type of soil different results would probably have been found. 

ORGANIZATION. 

DIVERSITY. 

Much has been said and written regarding the advantages of a 

diversified type of farming. The greater safety from losses due to 

crop failure or demoralized markets, the better distribution of labor 

throughout the year, and still other benefits arising from diversifi- 
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cation have been repeatedly urged and are familiar to nearly every- 
one. Especially was the matter of diversity brought to the atten- 
tion of the farmers of the South by the decline in the price of cotton 
following the outbreak of the European war. More particularly 
has the recent advent of the boll weevil into the southeastern part 
of the cotton belt increased the hazard of dependence upon cot- 
ton and made the matter an urgent one with farmers of that section. 
It is of peculiar interest, therefore, to study the farms of a locality 
where a distinctly diversified agriculture, with cotton as the most 
important source of income, has been practiced for a long term of 
years. Such an area is found in Brooks County, which has for 
years been noted for the extent of diversification practiced. This 
is particularly true of the southern half of the county, which is the 
area covered by this survey. It has been pointed out that the soil 
here is a light-gray sand, representative of the Norfolk sandy loam 
and closely related types of that series. On this light soil a certain 
degree of diversification, including the growing of legumes, is a 
necessity if soil fertility is to be maintained at a point where profit- 
able yields may be secured. Necessity, thus, to a large extent, 
accounts for the development of the hog industry in this community. 
Further north in the county the soils become somewhat heavier, grad- 
ing into the types represented by the Rustan and Tifton series. 
These latter are better adapted to cotton than are the lighter soils 
of the southern part of the county. As a result, cotton is grown 
there more largely to the exclusion of other crops. 

To study the effect of different degrees of diversification upon 
profits, the farms studied have been grouped according to the degree 
of diversity practiced, the measure used being the diversity index. 
The results are shown in Table XIII. The most highly diversified 
farms averaged the largest in size. Eliminating the effect of size by 
the use of the index of earnings, it is seen that the least diversifica- 
tion returned 15 per cent less than the average for farms of a similar 
size, while the most diversification returned 16 per cent more than 
the average. It thus appears that under conditions found on these 
farms, with market prices normal, greater diversity means greater 
profits. It should not be Grarloaied that the least diversified farms 
are largely cotton farms, which carry the risk of both low yields and 
low markets, a risk that in 1914 proved all but disastrous to these 
farmers. 

1On a farm with enterprises all of equal size, the number of enterprises will be the 

diversity index. For example, a farm with 4 enterprises, all of equal importance, would 

have a diversity index of 4. However, it is seldom that any two enterprises are of ex- 

actly the same size or importance. The method of calculating the diversity index, how- 

“ever, reduces all the enterprises to a comparable basis. For the method of calculating 

the index see Department of Agriculture Bulletin 341, p. 81. 
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Taste XIII.—Relation of diversity to cost of work-stock labor and to farm 
profits (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Average | Acres of Index 
Diversity index. nbea diversity | crop land me ap of 

“| index. |per farm. per day. * | earnings. 

TOSSuUH A aes. eos ee a Sacer 27 1.5 89 $1. 20 0.98 85 
Dosa sceat Me eee ase cities “Pepe snes 54 3.0 147 1.04 1.02 100 
MOTI NOVELS Ae on oe ott eee eee aaa 25 4.7 194 98 1.00 116 

ATIGTATIMS sees states ea ee pos oes se 106 3.0 145 1.07 1.00 106 

It is easily possible for diversification to be carried to an un- 
profitable extreme. Beyond a not well-defined limit, further 
diversification may be at the expense of skill and attention to the 
details of the major sources of income. But it does not appear that 
any of these groups of farmers have gone beyond that limit. 
Prominent among the advantages to be gained from diversification, 

increased crop yields, resulting from more frequent rotation, and 
better employment of labor throughout the year, are usually stressed. 
However, on these farms there appears to be but little relation be- 
tween diversity and crop yields, the more diversified farms showing 

only a slightly higher crop index; but the diversified farms do 
show a distinctly better utilization of the work-stock labor, and it 
has been shown elsewhere that this factor is an important one. 

With the increase in diversity, the average number of days of pro- 

ductive work-stock labor per mule increased from 98 to 115 and 127, 
with resulting decreasing costs per day from $1.20 to $1.04 and 
$0.98. 

It thus appears that the more highly diversified farms have a 

slight advantage in yields of crops, and a considerable advantage 

in providing profitable employment for the work stock, and in re- 

turning larger profits per farm. 

PRODUCTION OF HOME SUPPLIES. 

Closely associated with the subject of diversification is the pro- 

duction on the farm of supplies consumed in the home. For many 

years the farmers of Brooks County have practiced, and prided 
themselves upon, the policy of producing at home a large part of 
the family living. In but few places will a class of farmers be found 
that produce for home use a larger amount of food products per 

family or per person than do the white farmers in this area. 

1 Department of Agriculture Bulletin 341, p. 82. 
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“TABLE XIV.—Relation of size of farm and labor of operator to value of food 
consumed in the home (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Farms with total crop area of— 

All ‘hit mi white | color 
es 50 to | 75 to | 150 to oni farms. | opera- | opera- 
50 74 149 249 and tors. tors. 

acres. | 2°TeS- | acres. | acres. | Gvor, 

Seaaer Of farms. «oo = = 5 =/0;<:sinies oe 18 24 27 21 16 | 106 86 20 

Number of adults per farm..........- 3.7 5.0 6.0 5.8 | 5.7 5.3 | 5.5 5.1 

Value of family food: aki 
Lio SERS: ge a eee ee a Sa $45.90 | $69.60 | $67.91 | $81.09 $104.25 | $72.70 | $77.65 | $56.30 
Proguced.on farm... .o<<cesdes, 266.90 | 375.71 | 479.10 | 543.60 | 611.69 | 453.29 | 506.59 | 228. 30 

Total per family..............-- 312. 80 | 445.31 | 547.01 | 624.69 | 715.94 | 525.99 | 584. 24 284. 60 

Total per person...........-.-- 84.54 | 89.06} 91.17 | 107.70 | 125.60 | 99.25 | 106.22 55. 80 

Per cent of family food contributed : 
7 a ies ae oe eee 85. 84. 88. 87. 85. 86. 87. 80. 

Per cent of food grown on farm con- 
sisting of— 
HOM NLOGUCtS =>. Sa-s0s-c0sb Sess 38.4 31.6 29.0 26.9 24.5 29. 0 27.8 39.9 
Poultry and: eggs -< «3220.2 - 2% a. 7.6 9.1 9.9 11.8 11.0 10. 2 10.7 6.2 
Dairy mroguets. 2.2.0. -S2-.2<.- 19.3 23.9 26. 2 25.7 32.0 26. 2 27.4 14.6 
Other live-stock products. -..-.-- 1.1 6 2 2 «2 4 4 ot 

Total live-stock products.....-. 66. 4 65. 2 65.3 64.6 67.7 65.8 66.3 60.8 
MrBis.and nuts .....----sc2-ce.- 2.9 4.4 5. 4 7.8 4.2 5.2 5.5 2.7 
Wereta bles. nota anntcmsincccacncs 15.3 18. 2 17.0 17.8 18.5 17.6 1 ee 16.7 
Ofher products'¢.....-./...------ 15.4 12.2 12.3 9.8 9.6 11.4 10.5 19.8 

Per cent food contributed by farm is 
of the farmer’s earnings......-.-..-- 72 78 61 48 42 54 57 48 

| 

a Corn meal and hominy, sirup, sugar cane, peanuts. 

The total value per farm of that part of the family living fur- 
nished by the farm and the relation that this factor bears to the farm 
returns from other sources have been shown for farms of different 
size in Table VI. Further details of the values ' of family food, both 
purchased and grown at home, are given in Table XIV. Approxi- 
mately 85 per cent of the family food consumed is furnished.by the 
farm, and this proportion is substantially the same for all sizes of 
farms, though somewhat lower for the colored farmers. The figures 
show that there is a close relation between the size of the farm and 
the amount of food consumed, both per family and per person.” 
Thus, the average value of food consumed on the group of farms 
under 50 acres is $312.80 per family, or $84.54 per person, as com- 
pared with $715.94 and $125.60 on the farms of 250 acres and over. 
It will be seen further that the food supplied by the larger farms 
furnishes a more varied and better quality of diet than that on the 
smaller ones. In other words, the larger farms support a much 
higher standard of living as well as furnish larger net returns in 
other forms. 

-1The food values given are based upon the average prices on the farms and in the local 

markets, and are conseryative. 

2A person, as the term is used in this bulletin, means the equivalent of an adult fed 

in the farm home throughout the year. The number of adults per farm includes hired 

help and others boarded in the operator’s home. 
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Two-thirds of the value of the food grown consists of animal 
products. On the small farms nearly two-thirds of the animal 
products come from swine, but as the farms increase in size dairy and 
poultry products find a more important place. Likewise, vegetables, 
fruits, and nuts are of more importance on the larger farms. Other 
products, consisting principally of corn meal and sirup, occupy a 
relatively more important place in the diet on the smaller farms. 
By reference to figure 13 it is seen that swine products and dairy 

products each constitute more than one-fourth of the total value of 
family food furnished by the farm, while vegetables make up one- 
sixth of the total, miscellaneous products slightly more than one- 
tenth, poultry and eggs nearly a like amount, and fruit and nuts one- 
twentieth. 

The quantities and the values per farm and per person are shown 
in detail in Table XV for each item of food, both purchased and fur- 

nished by the farm. 

TasLE XV.—Family food purchased and produced on the farm; amounts and 
values per family and per person (106 farms, Brooks County, Ga.). 

Per family. Per person.@ 

Kinds of food. Unit. 
Quantity.| Value. {Quantity.| Value. 

Purchased: 
MILOUG ee. Seana Wee ck ce cacice ct eee ease teens Pounds. .....- 810 $30. 34 153 $5. 73 
SU bates soe ane amas cece ec cieinaicincmce cecal oem GOs sees 191 13. 37 36 2. 52 
Coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate, postum......-|-..-- GOseaeece lawciesagicn 4.00) Jneeeee ene 1.38 
a a Si ee SS Sn SAA SAIS BS SAE Goesacenee 55 4.37 10 83 

Most land icheesedishise.secsaccrcctereee= | seen GOs g.c2ece| eas atee eee 2.00) eee .49 
Allcother food): 65.0 be ceae boone ecko cck |p coee sees cheers sce meee 143.69) |'..S oe see 2a 

Motal dood, purcnAaASed =. scene mae oee se sess See sse eee ee eee seeee= see 72. 70 J-ceeeeseee 13.72 

Produced on farm: hak er Tp ee 
Ons fs shes eee ed ben sees sate eee IPounds>-. ccs. 770 108. 40 145 20. 47 

GTS. oe et oko Sea eee nae caecnes bee eelseaae Ouns Siue 185 23. 09 35 4.34 
Dairy productsie tee. ceceeseeeecee ese Gallons....... 471 118. 50 89 22. 36 
IPOUlEhy-cwtes ate eee one cee e seee eemem Number. ..... 69 24. 50 13 4.62 
PROS eyo Soe Seno e ee emake san sean eee Dozens.....-.- 111 21.90 21 4.13 
Other live-stoek productsit=-2- 2.225.220 2c |aeencauesacenee=|a-—5-seente 1556] 2 ae .29 
Corn (meal and hominy) @.............-.-- Bushels.....-- 27.4 27.40 5,2 5.17 
CANO SIFUpe- ose sseesee eke ee ewe meee Gallons. ....2.< 38.6 15. 50 7.3 2.92 
Sugarcanes {2 shoaens ceeenmees paces -<coecen Stalks-tisc= 22 524 8. 02 99 1.51 
Peanuts. . eee nee Bushels....... . 86 . 86 -16 «16, 
POCANS 28 Fi Cee ereiaower B - Socbien Scere. Pounds: 222.4 40.9 7.38 44 1.39 
BWeer POlMOOS. 5 saccceceescdseeeceseaesace Bushels.....-. 52.2 26. 10 9. 85 4.92 
Trish potatoes Goss < 25.6 8.9 8. 86 1.68 1. 67 
Beans and peas (green, in hulls) ¢......-..-.|-.--- dovccececs 1G 11.30 2. 87 BB 
Tumips, tutabaras, and collards: fs seecss-|-- eeas-= ve sae el ntact = 6.80.22 S25 1, 28 
Watermelonssan.ccces «cls teccncaceuomeosee Number-.2..-<|/ 128 6. 32 24.15 1.19 
MOMATOOS-2 sees orieite ce cee. as ce eee eee Bushels......- 4.4 4, 54 . 83 . 86 
Cabbase.t ssc Besanicsch oo sc eee ca aeeens eee ieads..as-eee 83 4.12 15. 67 - 78 
Green (Cor =. So seca che wsdant seem eae eet eee Bushels......-. “is.8 3. 83 72 72 
OR par Eee aes ee ete woe cwebecee seteeee aaa doeeeeceret 2.6 2. 60 -49 -49 
OnionSé -.--iscpeeeacdeexeeceuge ioe eeceeee sneer dos..42-s2 1.6 1.80 . 30 34 
Squash/and pumipkins<*2- asc -s- <5 eee ssn |aeeee doen .s2 245 2.0 . 88 . 38 Bl 
Cucumbers). 2. =o. ce are bo weseee bee oe anaes ae eee G0.222-8. 2 .9 . 87 oat .16 
(IBGGtS 5 Fe eee Cee ac pee ocean eon Se serl las eese G0t.. eee .8 . 83 15 -16 
Other vegatabless.o2se- nese eeaeren oeheete: Sees eee peel See eee 1502 9)0ee = eee .19 
Grgpes.(Scuppermony)=....+ssss.re-ee—-=—- Bushels....... 3.9 4.70 .74 89 
ECHES.. -  cccmccaianebsanteslseeens seeeete | eee doe csier ea) 1.9 3.75 . 36 71 

Mls Foes ek Soe tence dees cnenmeree. leeeee G0s< sssccs| 2.3 2.73 - 43 - 52 
PATS CE ooo. cau See eae nee ese Cee Seccie dooce. 21 2.12 - 40 - 40 
Oranges: and grape trulteeecc . se ae sea aeeee 24] Seeeenaeacaeeie laeeeiae as ere 1 Ay ¢ fd eon, . 33 
Apples and WiNeRAl!-oaeeeee eee eee ee ome a eee eae: eee | Somers clsteiss 1.33\ 5. ekeeeee -25 

Total food; produced: sSecc..- == ser eee ee aee atte eee Jneeseeeeee 4534/29) sc ccmemmre 85. 52 

Note.—Values of food produced represent sale values on the farm. 

a Adult equivalent. 
b Milk, cream, and butter expressed as their equivalents in gallons of whole milk. 
¢ Honey, $1.52; goats and kids, $0.04. . 
d Includes some corn bread and hominy fed to dogs and chickens. 
e Lima beans, snap beans, and cowpeas. 
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Of the food purchased, flour constitutes much the largest item, 
equaling 41.7 per cent of the total; sugar comes next with 18.4 per 
cent; the beverages (coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate, postum) constitute 
10.1 per cent; rice equals 6 per cent; and all other items make up 

the remaining 23.8 per cent. 
Much has been said about the production of home supplies on the 

farm, and farmers are often urged to increase the proportion of the 
family food produced at home by growing more foods and buying 
less. But in this study it has been found that the ratio of food grown 
to that consumed is of less consequence than is the actual amount 
produced. However, in a tabulation made, but not presented here, 
there was found to be a certain relation between the percentage of 
family food produced at home and the farm returns as measured by 

TOTAL FOOD : ZEW 

SWINE PRODUCTS 

DAIRY PRODUCTS 

VEGETABLES 

Qa 

MISCELLANEOUS PROO'CT: 

POULTRY & EGGS 

FRUIT AND NUTS 

OTHER UVE STOCK PROD'CTS P BB cows ON FARM FOOD PURCHASED 

Fic, 13.—Value per farm of food products consumed in the home. 

the farmer’s earnings. Thus, the farmers growing less than 80 
per cent of the food consumed had earnings 11 per cent lower than 
the average for farms of a similar size, while the similar return was 
7 per cent above the average for those who produced more than 90 
per cent of their own food. However, only 19 of the 106 farms fell 
in the former group, and only 28 in the latter, showing that the range 
of percentages was not so wide as would ordinarily be expected. 
When the farms were grouped on the basis of the value of food 

grown at home the farmer’s earnings and per cent return on the in- 
vestment indicated considerably greater returns from the farms 
which furnished the more food. Thus, farms furnishing food to the 
value of less than $250 each gave gross labor incomes 19 per cent 
below the average, while returns were 44 per cent above the average 
on the farms supplying more than $600 worth of products. 
When the farms were grouped on the amount of food furnished per 

person, tabulations showed much the higher returns from farms 
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supplying food to the value of from $75 to $100 per person than 
those furnishing either more or less than that range. 

It would appear that the farmers who have produced the largest 
supply of family food at home have not thereby, on these farms, 
reduced the amount of food purchased. Rather, those who produced 
the most also purchased the most, since it is seen that the percentage 
of the total food bought is fairly constant. Those who produced the 
most food lived much better than those who produced less. The ques- 
tion of producing supplies at home seems, therefore, on these farms 
at least, to be not one of reducing the expense for purchased products, 
but it is rather one of a better standard of living. 

“CROPPING SYSTEMS. 

In any region where economic conditions have been fairly uniform 
and operating over a considerable term of years, the type or types 
of agriculture tend to a stability of form that changes only in re- 
sponse to changes in the economic forces. Wide departures from 
practices that fit the economic factors at work are likely to lead 
to financial disaster to those persisting in them. The result is the 
automatic elimination of those continuing such wrong practices, and 
the eventual disappearance of the latter from the farming of the 
region. It will usually be found in an old established region that 
the average practices more or less closely approximate the best 
practice. 

The proper selection of farm enterprises is a large factor in deter- 
mining the success of the business. Of equal importance is the com- 
bining of these enterprises in the proportions that best fit the local 
conditions. Such a combination will be one that most efficiently 
employs the farm crew and equipment. Ordinarily, it will be one 
that distributes the labor, both man and work-stock, rather evenly 
throughout the vear. But it is not to be assumed that under any 
set of conditions there is only one type of farming that -may be 
safely followed, or that within the type there is not a certain range 
of choice in the selection of enterprises to be adopted and in the 
proportions in which these enterprises should be fitted together. In 

an area like Brooks County especially, with a growing season extend- 
ing nearly throughout the year, and with a long list of crops adapted 
to the soil and climate, the choice is a rather wide one, largely de-. 
pendent upon the abilities and inclinations of the individual farmer. 
Much may be learned from a study of the average practices, and 

more especially of the practices which long experience has shown to 
be the ones best adapted to the region. This does not imply that 
the average practices are necessarily the best that could be devised. 
On the contrary, it will usually be found that they may be improved 
upon in important respects. Nevertheless, a study of the returns 
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secured when enterprises are combined in different proportions will 
help to show the proportions that are best adapted to the local con- . 
ditions. Such a study has been made for the important crops found 
on the farms surveyed, and the results are presented in Table XVI. 
The index of earnings and the per cent returns on investment are 
the measures of efficiency used. 

TABLE XVI.—Rcelation of per cent of the crop area in specified crops to gross 
labor income and returns on investment (Brooks County, Ga.). 

phd oh 
: per cen Per cent 

Cr Per cent of crop landin | Number fata ee Farmers’ | Index of | return on 
SE: specified crop. of farms. “ea ae ej. | Carmings. | earnings.| invest- 

fied crop. ment. 

2 0 $372 $70 2.0 
10 7 553 9 3.2 
24 15 753 89 5.7 
25 25 1,112 128 (Are 
23 33 801 97 7.2 
22 49 724 86 5.6 

(Under 30. 19 26 852 93 6.4 
es 30 to 40.. fe 37 36 1,077 113 (ie 
acess a ter°34 40 to 50... .. 24 44 756 92 5.9 

50 and over 26 57 A74 92 4.8 

Uses (21s Rs ee er eee 22 2 635 92 7.9 
DUIS | Sweaece cctes as toe 16 8 664 97 6.5 

Dats OG. TYCO. ...cs0-c50~ LORGOL 20 ote ce esa nseese ete 27 15 872 112 6.9 
POCO Was sopiee ieee ~ Ia 23 24 1,032 112 6.8 
BUANGOVEE=cstecareease ace 18 38 815 77 5.0 

Warder Diswes nweee cee aie 39 1 638 90 5.3 
ST LOMLOL Ate Sudden sant wd oa5 17 8 907 104 5.5 

Cowpeas (for hay)....... (ig 7 A i a aa 33 12 904 103 6.8 
i5:and) overoeiss-25 S2o4-52 17 22 963 111 7.8 

Wander dics. s5455- as sec 64 - 5 749 97 Bel 
POM Osean sasimeidacs samme 21 .0 999 103 6.8 

Watermelons ........... \10 ps St i tess Te 14 14.0 854 | il 7A 
20 and over. Sa eceees Ml 29.0 797 91 6.3 

us Dee SR rt Be ES ee EE ee ee Se Eee See Eee bE ree reese 

Reference to Table XVI will show that the farms with from 20 to 

30 per cent, or an average of 25 per cent, of the crop land planted 
to cotton, gave higher returns than did those with either a larger or 
smaller proportion than this. Thus, the farms with no cotton planted 
returned farmers’ earnings amounting to $372. As the percentage 
of the crop land in cotton increased, up to 25 per cent, the farmers’ 
earnings increased to $1,112. But a further increase in the propor- 
tion of land in cotton resulted in lower earnings, amounting to $724 

for the group of farms with the largest proportion, or over 40 per 

cent of the land in cotton. 
Expressed in another way, the farms with no cotton returned 

farmers’ earnings amounting to but 70 per cent of the average of 
farms of a similar size. With increasing proportions of cotton 
planted, up to 25 per cent of the crop area, the returns increased to 
28 per cent above the average, but decreased to 86 per cent with a 
still further increase in the proportion of cotton. 
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Measured in still another way, the “ no-cotton ” farms returned 2 
- per cent on the investment, while increasing the proportions of cot- 

ton gave increasing returns up to 7.7 per cent for the farms with one- 
fourth of the land in cotton. Further increase in the cotton area 
reduced the return to 5.6 per cent on the investment. 

These results would indicate that where conditions are similar to 
those found on these farms at the time this survey was made, but 
with cottcen figured at the normal 5-year price, the proper proportion 
of the crop land to be devoted to cotton to give the greatest farm 
profits is approximately one-fourth. Other farm-management sur- 
veys in the South have shown that in the areas represented more than 

one-fourth of the crop land should be planted to cotton to produce 
the largest profits. But such surveys have been made on types of soil 
heavier and better adapted to cotton than those in Brooks County. 
On such heavy soils, the maintenance of fertility by the growing of 
legumes, cover crops, etc., 1s not of such prime importance as it is on 
these lighter soils. 

Corn is grown in Brooks County primarily as a feed for the live 
stock on the farm. ~ However, a surplus is sold, the returns amount- 
ing to 5.6 per cent of the farm receipts. In a tabulation not shown, 
it was found that the farms getting from 1 to 5 per cent of the total 
receipts from the sale of corn were more profitable than those getting 
either a smaller or larger proportion from that source. This would 
indicate that sufficient corn should be planted to provide for all the 
farm needs. To insure this, a small margin of safety should be 
allowed, which will ordinarily mean a small surplus for sale. The 
proportion of land to be planted to corn, therefore, will be largely 
determined by the yield secured and the amount of live stock kept. 
The corn yields reported are rather low, but it should be remembered 
that the greater part of the corn grown is planted in alternate rows 
with peanuts. In considering, therefore, what area can profitably 

be devoted to this crop, due credit must be given to the pork produced 
by the accompanying peanut crop, as well as to the improvement in 
the soil fertility resulting from pasturing off the peanuts. The last- 
mentioned consideration is a very important one on these light soils. 

In Table XVI tabulations similar to the one for cotton just dis- 
cussed are also shown for the other important crops. The group of 
farms with from 30 to 40 per cent, or an average of 37 per cent, of 
the crop area in corn, gave considerably better returns, measured hy 
both the farmers’ earnings and return on the investment, than did 
those with either a greater or smaller proportion in that crop. This 
would indicate that approximately one-third of the crop area of 
these farms should be planted to corn. The cost-of-production data, 
to be discussed later, suggest that most of this corn should be grown 
with peanuts as an interplanted crop. 

4 
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Oats are grown on these farms largely as a source of feed for 
live stock, especially work stock, as a winter cover crop, and to pro- 
vide winter and spring pasture for hogs and cattle. It is also a 

source of cash sales, amounting on the average to 4.6 per cent of all 
farm receipts. On 25 of the farms the sales of this grain amounted 
to more than 5 per cent of the receipts. The cost records show that 
as a grain crop, oats, at the average yields obtained, returned but a 
narrow margin of profit, and the census data in the first part of this 
bulletin show that both the relative and actual acreage of the crop 
has been steadily decreasing in the county since 1880. Apparently 
it is not as a cash crop that oats should fill an important place on 
these farms, but rather as a source of farm feed and as a pasture 
and cover crop. . 

Referring again to Table XVI it is seen that the farms with from 
10 to 30 per cent of the crop land in oats and rye together returned 

larger profits than did those with either a greater or a less propor- 
tion devoted to these crops. 

Cowpeas are grown for hay on practically all these farms, and on 
one-third of them it is a source of cash sales. It is, in fact, the crop 
that furnishes the greater part of the hay grown. Approximately 
one-half of the acreage of oats and rye is followed by this crop, a 
proportion that is lower than that ordinarily found further north 
in the State. The lower proportion here is due to the heavy summer 
rains which often make the curing of this crop a difficult matter. 
The tabulation in Table XVI, however, indicates that the crop 
might with profit be grown more extensively than it is. The group 
of farms with the least of this crop planted returned the lowest 
profits, while the farms with the largest proportion of the crop land 
so planted got the highest returns. 

The farms with from 10 to 20 per cent of the crop land planted to 
watermelons returned greater profits than did those with either more 
or less. However, this crop is a rather speculative one and too 
much dependence should not be placed upon such a tabulation. 
Summarizing the results of the tabulations in Table XVI, it would 

seem that a cropping system adapted to the conditions on these 

farms at the time this survey was taken should divide the crop land 
approximately as follows: One-fourth to be planted to cotton, one- 
third to corn, 20 to 30 per cent in oats and rye to be followed by 
cowpea hay or a similar crop, and the balance to be planted to 
miscellaneous crops, the latter depending upon the individual tastes 
and inclinations of the farmer. The amount of oats, rye, and cow- 
peas to be grown should be governed by the amount of live stock 
kept. If many hogs are raised, most of the corn should be planted 
in alternate rows with peanuts, the latter to be hogged off. 

1¥or a further discussion of the crops grown on these farms, see pp. 53-57. 
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The above percentages of the crop area in the different crops are 
very close to ‘the average for all of the farms studied, though there 
is a wide range in the proportions found on the different farnis. 
Likewise, when the 25 farms showing the best returns are selected, 
it is found that the crop areas are divided in proportions very 
closely approaching those found to be the most profitable in the 
above tabulation. . 

Elsewhere it has been pointed out that since this survey was made 
the cotton-boll weevil has invaded the county, and it can not be 
doubted that the proper organization of the farms has been to a 
large extent changed thereby. Whether or not the proportion of 

land in cotton found by this study to be most profitable will continue 
to be so under boll-weevil conditions can not be answered by the 
data at hand. It is certain, however, that the cost and hazard of 
growing the crop have been greatly increased, especially in this 
immediate section, where the mild winters and heavy summer rain- 
fall favor the work of the weevil considerably more than do: condi- 
tions even a short distance farther north in the State. In other 
infested areas with similar soil and climatic conditions, but where 
cotton has been more exclusively relied upon as the source of the 
farm income, a reduction in the proportion of land in cotton will 
likely be necessary. To the farmers in such areas, this study of the 
diversified farms of Brooks County should be of considerable value. 

Taste XVII.—Relation of swine raising to farm profits (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Average 
- ne 3 ; Per cent 

Number of hogs per 100 acres crop land. eee Stee oe Eos ee plete 

| acres ment, 
| crop land. 

Press Than 20! sev ers scteoe sees keen de eee eee eee eee 19 18.8 92 5.1 
20:0 ANS 22 ae eee caer 2 a= Sey = ee ee tre 42 32.4 94 5.1 
40/0) 60! Sot ccare fee mesa e ee ties oe eee eae eee aa sere 26 50.3 97 7.0 
6O;and) Overs 3 oaas stoke kee Fe eee eee ee eee 19 74.1 124 8.6 

SA Farimsse2 F253. sne nn sbdereaenteet cease hee eeus eee oaios oe 106 41.8 100 6.2 

The presence of the boll weevil in the region of this survey must 
mean for many of the farmers a reduction in the proportion of 
the land planted to cotton. The question of what to substitute for 
the cotton displaced is a serious problem, a partial answer to which 
is found in Table XVII. The farms have here been grouped on 
the basis of the number of hogs kept per 100 acres of crop land. 
The group of farms with less than 20 hogs per 100 acres returned 
earnings equal to but 92 per cent of those from farms of a similar 
size, but as the number of hogs increased the returns increased. ‘The 

farms with more than 60 hogs per 100 acres, or an average of 74.1, 

gave earnings 24 per cent higher than the average. Likewise, the 
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returns on the investment increased from 5.1 per cent for the farms 
with the lowest relative number of hogs to 8.6 per cent for the farms 
with the most hogs. 

In another table, not shown, there was found to be a close and 
direct relation between the percentage of farm receipts obtained 
from hogs and the profits from the year’s business. It should be 
borne in mind that these results were obtained before the advent of 
the boll weevil, and that the farms heavily stocked with hogs were 
not the ones that grew the largest proportion of cotton. In the 
presence of the weevil, hog raising should offer still greater relative 
advantages in the form of profits. 

Fic. 14.—Brooks County has long been noted for its production of hogs, an enterprise 

that, since the invasion of the boll weevil, is partly, and profitably, replacing cotton. 

These results would seem to indicate clearly that in the production 
of swine one of the most profitable substitutes for cotton is to be 
found. Since this survey was made, the production of hogs in this 
part of the State has been increasing at a remarkable rate. The 
problem of the proper organization of farms for the production of 
hogs in this area is the subject of a separate study. (See fig. 14.) 

COST OF PRODUCTION. 

Results obtained by cost accounting on the farm should not be 
given a too literal interpretation. It will frequently be found that 
cost-accounting methods indicate that certain farm enterprises are 
being conducted at a loss, but it does not necessarily follow that such 
enterprises should be abandoned. On the other hand, such enter- 
prises may add materially to the profits from the year’s business. 
It may be found, for example, on a farm devoted principally to 
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the growing of cotton that the production of corn and oats cost 
more than the market prices of these crops. But a large part of 
the equipment and man and mule labor that must be maintained for 
the growing of cotton is used also in producing the other crops, 
and much of this use is at a time when the equipment and labor 
are not needed for the primary crop. The additional expénse 
incurred when corn or oats, in this instance, are added to the crop- 
ping system may be very much less than the amount of the costs 
charged to these crops by the usual cost-accounting methods. It 
may also be found that the secondary crops grown do not materially, 
if at all; reduce the amount of cotton that can be grown with a 
given crew and equipment. The cost of producing any of.the usual 
farm crops, therefore, should be considered with a proper view to 
the farm or cropping system as a whole, rather than from the stand- 
point of an independent crop. 

To determine the costs of producing farm products by means of 

daily cost-accounting ‘records is slow and expensive. The present 
study is an attempt to secure by the much quicker survey method, 
applying well-established cost-accounting principles, the costs and 
other factors that are ordinarily obtained only by accounting. It is 

believed that the much larger number of records that may be secured 
by this method sufficiently neutralize any sacrifice in minute accuracy 
of details in individual records. The larger number of records that 
may be obtained greatly increases the number of problems that may 
be studied. 

The essential feature of the method here used is that the overhead 
costs of the farm business are distributed among all of the productive 
enterprises! in proportion to the amount of labor expended on each. 
The total costs for the farm of man labor, work-stock labor, annual 
cost of equipment, and interest on the cash required to operate the 
business are determined separately. All other items of cost are 
charged directly to the enterprises to which they apply. 

The total number of days of productive man labor expended on the 
farm for the year is determined. This total is divided into the 
total cost of man labor to ascertain the cost of each day of productive 
labor. To determine for any crop the acre cost of man. labor, this 
cost per day is multiplied by the number of days of man labor ex- 
pended on an acre of that crop. The per acre share of the interest 

1The term productive enterprise is used in this investigation to designate all crops, 

_live stock, or other.source of income that add directly or indirectly to the gross farm 

income. Productive labor of man or work stock includes all labor applied directly to a 

productive enterprise. It does not include such labor as repairing buildings, fences, ter- 

races, and ditches, or the care of work stock. The amount of productive labor devoted 

to each enterprise was determined by individual estimates from each farmer, the esti- 

mates being made in detail by separate operations, and later reduced to terms of man 

days and mule days per acre of crop, or unit of other product. 
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on cash to operate the farm is determined in the same way. Likewise, 
the cost of work stock and of implements and machinery are dis- 
tributed in a similar manner, but on the basis of the amount of mule 
Jabor expended on each enterprise. By this system the productive 
enterprises of the farm carry the entire overhead charge of the 
business. The costs of all crops grown by the wage system have been 
kept separate from the costs of those grown by the cropper system. 
For the latter the costs of the labor are considered from the point of 
view of the two parties to the system and not from that of the farm 

operator alone. 
LAND RENT. 

The land-rent charge against the crops was based upon the farmer’s 
estimate of the amount that the crop land would return in the form 
of cash rent or its equivalent. When only a single crop occupied the 
Jand during the year, that crop bore the entire annual rent charge, 
and when more than one crop was grown the charge was in most 
cases divided evenly between them. However, in the case of corn 
and peanuts planted together, 63 per cent of the rent was charged to 
the corn and 37 per cent to the peanuts, for reasons explained later. 

FERTILIZERS." 

The fertilizer charge includes all commercial fertilizers, cotton- 
seed, cottonseed meal, and stable manure applied. Stable manure 

is charged at the estimated value in the lot, which usually amounts 
to $1 per load, and all other materials at the price paid or the market 
value. The costs of hauling from the shipping point and to the 
field are included under the labor charges. 

MAN LABOR.? 

Included in the man-labor charge are the cash wages paid and 
the value of rations furnished to all hired labor; the estimated value 
of the farmer’s labor, the cropper’s labor, and all family labor; as 
well as the perquisites furnished to each of these in the form of 

wood (uncut) and the renting value of the garden and house lot. It 
was assumed that the rent charge for the crop land covered the use 
of the buildings thereon. The relative and actual costs of the 
different elements of man labor are shown in figure 15, the figures 
given in every case including the perquisites. The cost of 
the operator’s labor includes all supervision as well as_ the 
manual labor performed. All of the operator’s labor charge against 
the cropper system consists of recompense for supervision. The cost 
given for cropper labor represents the amount that the croppers 
would receive in the form of wages for performing the same amount 
of labor. This differs from the item of cropper labor as given under 
current expenses. (See p. 16.) 

1¥For a detailed discussion of fertilizers applied see pp. 30-32. 

2 For a discussion of the labor systems see pp. 16-19. 
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The operator’s labor was the largest item in the total labor cost, 

equaling 88 per cent of the latter, followed. in order by the cash- 
paid labor, the unpaid family labor, and the cropper labor. On the 

average, there were 926 days of productive labor expended per 
farm, of which 570 days were devoted to the wages crops and 356 

ENTIRE FARM WAGE SYSTEM CROPPER SYSTEM 

0 300 = #100 20 $400 +100 200 300 $100 200 +300 

$326 $86 

312 16 

100 1 

172 

Fie. 15.—Cost of man labor per farm, for the farm as a whole, and for the wage and 

cropper systems separately. 

COST PER 

CASH-PAID 

FAMILY 

CROPPER 

days to the cropper crops. The average cost per day of the pro- 
ductive labor was $1.20," 

The man-labor charge was by far the largest item in the cost of 
producing crops, amounting to 40.4 per cent of the latter. 

WORK-STOCK LABOR. 

The second largest item in the cost of crop production is work- 
stock labor, which accounted for 19.2 per cent of the total cost. In 
calculating the cost of work-stock labor the items considered were 
feed, depreciation, interest on present value, shoeing, veterinary 

charges, and losses from injuries. It was assumed that the value of 
the manure produced was offset by the cost of water, taxes on the 
work stock, and interest, taxes, and insurance upon the feed. The 
labor of caring for work stock was considered as nonproductive; 
hence, by this system of cost determination, the cost of such labor is 

automatically distributed among all the productive enterprises on the 
farm. The stable charge is assumed to be covered by the rent of the 
crop land. 

These farms maintained an average of 4.4 head of productive work 
stock, three-fourths of which consisted of mules. The average values 
at the beginning of the year were $152 per mule and $145 per horse, 
or an average of $150 per head of work stock. The average cost of 
keeping a horse or mule for the year amounted to $115.46, the items 
of which are shown in figure 16. Three-fourths of this cost consisted 
of feeds, and 59 per cent of the feed cost consisted of corn. Hay 
made up about 20 per cent of the feed cost, corn fodder 8 per cent, 
oats nearly 12 per cent, and all other feed 1.5 per cent. The latter 
consisted of green feed, mostly sorghum and pasture. Most of the 
oats were fed in the sheaf. 

1 Unweighted average. 
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COST PER ANIMAL 

40 50 

Sie. fuss Sio.08 ses a 
FEED COST Ps. 5 ES SSD! LLLLLLZZZZ7= La EE SSS a 

DEPRECIATION 

INTEREST 

VETERINARY, SHOEING, 
ETc. 

B conn oars CORN FODOEA Bay OTHER FELOS 

Fic. 16.—Annual cost of work stock per animal. 

The depreciation on work stock accounted for 13.7 per cent of the 
annual cost, or 10.6 per cent of the average value per head. This 
means that the average remaining working life was 9.5 years. 

With the average work animal on these farms, 31 acres of crop 
land were cultivated and 113 days of productive labor were per- 
formed, the latter at a cost of $1.07* per day of such labor. 

EQUIPMENT. COST. 

The present value of the implements and machinery on these farms 
amounted to $330 per farm, or $2.28 per acre of crop land. The 
annual charge against this equipment is the sum of the depreciation, 
repairs, interest, taxes, and insurance, minus the receipts from imple- 

ments hired out. This charge, the items of which are shown in 
figure 17, amounted to $103.47? per farm, or $0.71 per acre of crop 
land. This sum equals 31.4 per cent of the present value of the 
equipment and 4 per cent of the total cost of crop production. As 
explained elsewhere, the equipment charge was distributed among the 
productive enterprises on the farm in proportion to the amounts of 
mule labor expended on each. The charge amounted to 21 cents for 

each day of productive mule labor. 

COST OR VALUE PER FARM 

100 150 200 PER CENT OF 

PRESENT VALUE OF |g 
_ IMPLEMENTS & MACHINERY |330.00 

TOTAL ANNUAL COST 

DEPRECIATION 

INTEREST, TAXES, INS. 

REPAIRS 

MACHINERY HIRED 

Fic. 17.—Present value and annual cost per farm of implements and machinery. 

The item of depreciation includes more than half of the annual 
equipment cost, or 16.9 per cent of the present value of the imple- 

1This cost is the average per day per farm, whereas the costs given in figure 16 are 

averages per animal. ad 
2The total annual cost, $104.54, shown in figure 17, represents the gross cost. Sub- 

tracting the receipts from machinery hired out, $1.07, leaves $103.47 as the net cost 

per farm, 
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ments and machinery. This means that in its present condition the - 
equipment will have an average life of approximately six years. In- 

terest, taxes, and insurance amount to about 10 per cent of the value 

of the equipment, and repairs slightly less than half of that amount.- 

PRODUCTIVE WORK UNITS.1 

For the purpose of distributing the labor costs among the different 

crops and other enterprises by the method here used, it was necessary 
to ascertain the amount of man and work-stock labor expended on 
each. This was determined for and applied to each enterprise on each 
farm separately. The average number of days of productive labor 
required per acre of each of the principal crops is given in Table 
XVIII. Since there is a close relation between crop yields and 
amount of labor required, the average yields are also shown. 

TABLE XVIII.—Productive days of man and mule labor expended per acre and 
average yields of the principal crops (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Average days pro- 
ductive labor per 

| Number acre. 
Crop. | of Average yield per acre. 

| records. 
Man Mule 

| labor. labor. 

Cotiionsiplandia? <5 << oo: ee ae ah eee 143 13.91 5.03 | 299 pounds lint. 
CottonsSeqdsland a: 2202 5s esas tea es ee 6 16.39 5.20 | 214 pounds lint. 
@orni(Salid) 4:28. nee = a5aceee Seen ea eee 61 3.32 3.12 | 14.3 bushels. 
Corn (planted with peanuts) @.................... 120 2.50 2.00 | 71 pounds fodder. 

12.4 bushels. 
84 pounds fodder. 

Peanuts harvested) (SOUG)s #22. tte <cios oe ee eee 15 23.10 2.92 | 37 bushels. 
Peanitsharvested(in:eorn). 22 222i eeo ee D 19. 43 1.10 | 29 bushels. 
Peanuts ‘“‘hogged-off”’ (Solid) @ .................-. 53 shes 2.67 | (6) 
Peanuts “hogged-off” (in corn) @................- 118 1.90 1.21 | (¢) 
Oats eB see een ee ee ee Oe 80 1.34 1.88 | 16.2 bushels. 
Oathay.. asst hse eoc seen ne RE eee 15 1.50 1.70 | 831 pounds. 
IR Ys. Soence ge taeosa seas emenas asec tec pees eee 12 1.18 1.89 | 7.9 bushels. a 
Re OLOatS wpastuned | Ponce ee cee nee 23 aD 1.12 
Cowpeshayee tt - ene eee scceaec ce ore eee 65 1.92 2.05 | 1,092 pounds. 
Sorshumisilage-c.5 32 seseee ee. so eee eee 4 6. 72 6.80 | 14 tons. 
Watermelons..2. = 27 o=- seeh ee ee yee Sao Me 46 5.36 5.00 | 0.5 carload. 
Sweet potatoes (harvested).....--....---2-- 22+. 25 10. 33 4.99 | 108 bushels. 
Sweet potatoes (hogged-off)................-.---- 19 5. 82 2.85 
TriShy, DOLATORS we Sk ake eee ete 4 5. 88 3.82 | 69 bushels. 
Sugar CANS Te ae ace on ee ee 24 26. 24 14.40 | 307 gallons sirup. 

a Includes both wage and cropper crops. © 0.71 bushel of seed picked. © 0.33 pushel of seed picked. 

The relationships of the various elements of cost, yields, and 
other factors to the different phases of farm organization and effi- 
ciency have already been considered elsewhere. In the following 
pages, therefore, are presented only details of costs that have not 
been previously discussed. 

—— = 

1A work unit is an average day’s work. 
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All calculations of cost of crop production have been based upon 
an acre as the unit. In Table XIX the itemized acre costs, yields, 
values and profits, and the cost per unit of each product are shown in 
detail for all the important crops grown by the wage system; and 
the same data for the crops grown by the cropper system are given in 
Table XX, the costs to the cropper and to the farm operator being 
shown here separately. The cropper’s share of the costs consists 
mainly of labor, that of himself and his family, and a small amount 
hired, followed in order by’ his share of the costs of fertilizer, gin- 

Tig. 18.—For many years peanuts have been grown extensively in Brooks County, prin- 

cipally as a crop to be ‘‘ hogged off”. Only sufficient seed was harvested for planting 

purposes and a few cash sales. Nearly all of this was ‘‘ picked”’ by the slow hand 

method here shown. 

ning, bagging and ties, interest on cash, and planting seed. The 
operator’s costs consist principally of mule labor, his own labor of 
supervision, land rent, and fertilizers, while of lesser and decreasing 
importance are the equipment cost, ginning, bagging and ties, seed, 

and interest on cash. The cost of the operator’s supervision amounts 
to a little less than half as much as that of the manual labor, all of 
the latter being furnished by the cropper.* 

1The terms of the cropper’s contract, the relative yields and costs to each party, and 

the relative yields and costs by the two systems are discussed in the first part of this 

bulletin. 
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COTTON. 

Slightly more than half of the cost of producing cotton consists 
of man labor, followed in order by mule labor, fertilizer, and land 
rent. 

The cost of growing cotton was divided between the lint and seed 
in proportion to the relative values of each. Substituting the aver- 
age 5-year price of lint for the price received in 1914, for reasons 
previously explained, the value of the short staple lint was found 
to be 85 per cent of the total value of the lint and seed taken together. 
Therefore, 85 per cent of the cost of growing the crop was charged 
to the lint and 15 per cent to the cotton seed. The average cost of 

Fic. 19.—Field of Spanish peanuts ready for thrashing. The recent high prices offered 

for peanuts by the oil mills have greatly stimulated the production of that crop for the 

market. 

net lint? grown by the wage system is 9.3 cents per pound, which 
reduced to gross lint* equals 8.9 cents per pound. The cropper cotton 
costs 8.9 cents per pound of net lint to produce, which is equivalent 
to 8.5 cents per pound of gross lint. Since the cotton yield for the 
season of 1914 was somewhat higher than normal, these costs may 
be slightly lower than the average for a series of years. 

In certain years a considerable acreage of Sea Island cotton is 
planted in Brooks County, but in 1914 the amount grown was com- 
paratively unimportant. The number of records obtained are not 

sufficient to give a reliable average for this class of cotton, but the 
results are shown in the table for comparative purposes. 

1 By gross lint is meant the weight in the bale, including bagging and ties. By net lint 

is meant the gross lint minus the bagging and ties. Except where otherwise stated, the 

term “ lint’’ is used throughout to denote net lint. The average weight of bales was 510 

pounds, of which 23 pounds consisted of bagging and ties. 
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CORN AND PEANUTS. 

Since corn and peanuts are commonly grown on the same land, 
the costs of these two crops will be considered together. Slightly 
more than two-thirds of the acreage of corn on these farms is planted 
im alternate rows with peanuts. Corn grown by itself, or “solid,” is 
planted in rows usually 4.5 feet apart, but when the two crops are 
planted together the distance between the rows of corn is increased 
to 6 feet or more. There is some difference of opinion among the 
growers as to whether this widening of the rows results in the lower- 
ing of the yield of corn. The tabulated results, however, show that 

it does lower the yield to the extent of 15 per cent. But growing the 

Fic. 20.—With the increased production of peanuts for the market many power “ pickers ” 

have been introduced. The straw is baled and used for feed. 

two crops together results in distinct economies of labor and use of 

land, which much more than offsets the somewhat lower corn yield. 
Corn grown alone costs 83 cents per bushel to produce by the wage 

system, and 84 cents by the cropper system, whereas corn grown with 
peanuts cost 67 and 66 cents per bushel, respectively. An acre of 
peanuts in corn, it was found, costs approximately one-half as much 
as an acre of peanuts planted alone. These costs indicate that the 
local practice of growing the two crops together is an excellent one. 

The costs of growing the two crops when planted together can not 

be divided on the basis of the respective values of each, since peanuts 
are nearly all pastured off, and as pasture they do not have a defi- 
nitely measurable commercial value. Therefore, all costs that clearly 
could be charged to either of the crops separately were so entered. 
But the few mutual costs, sueh as the breaking of the land, and land 
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rent, which could not be directly separated, were divided between 
the two crops in the proportion of 63 per cent to the corn and 37 
per cent to the peanuts. This division is based on the assumption 
that an acre of the combination crop is equal to 50 per cent of a full 
acre of peanuts and 85 per cent of an acre of corn. The ratio be- 
tween these percentages is approximately 37 to 63. It is universally 
held by farmers in Brooks County that 2 acres of peanuts planted 
in alternate rows with corn are in every respect’ equal to 1 acre 
planted “solid”; and it was found that the corn yield when the two 
crops are planted together equals 85 per cent of the yield secured 
from corn planted alone. 

Peanuts are grown on these farms primarily to furnish pasture for 
hogs, only sufficient seed being harvested to replace the seed planted 

and to furnish a small surplus for consumption in the home and for 
sale. The harvesting is therefore done on a small scale and hence is 
nearly all hand labor, resulting in a rather high cost of production 
for the peanuts picked. (See fig. 18.) Had harvesting been done 

on a scale sufficient to warrant the use of harvesting machinery, the 
cost per bushel would have been considerably lower than shown in 
the tables. When peanuts were gathered from areas used mainly for 
pasture, the value of the seed saved was deducted from the total cost 
and the remainder entered against the hogs as a pasture charge. 
Since this survey was made the increased market price for peanuts 
has greatly stimulated the production of this crop as a source of cash 
receipts. (See figs. 19 and 20.) 

Only a part of the corn fodder produced on these farms is har- 
vested, and that part represents such a small percentage of the 
value of the whole crop that it is here treated as a by-product, 
the value of the fodder gathered being deducted from the total cost 
of growing the crop, and the balance charged to the grain. 

OATS. 

Oats are grown on almost every farm as a source of feed for work 
stock, and on nearly half of them oats served as a source of revenue. 
On many they were grown for a winter cover crop and to furnish 
winter and spring pasture for hogs and cattle. Much of that fed 
to work stock is fed in the sheaf. 

RYE. 

Rye is grown on a considerable proportion of these farms, but 
mainly as a cover and pasture crop. On several farms the grain 
is harvested and sold locally for seed purposes. The yield is low 

but the price is high, nearly $2 per bushel, resulting in a wide 
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margin of profit per bushel. As a grain crop, rye is very uncertain 
on this ight, sandy soil, but it fills an important place as a cover 
and pasture crop. 

. COWPEA HAY. 

Cowpeas are frequently difficult to cure for hay in this region, 
owing to rains during the period in which this crop matures. For 

this reason, the crop is not so commonly planted here as it is but 
a short distance farther north in the State. One-half of the area 
of oats and rye for grain is followed by a crop of cowpeas. One- 
third of the farms reported receipts from the sale of cowpea hay. 
The yield reported was low, averaging a little more than one-half 
ton to the acre. For purposes of determining costs, the crops 
baled were kept separated from those unbaled, the respective costs 
per ton of hay in the barn being ‘$16.72 and $18.58. The difference 

in cost in favor of the crop bales was undoubtedly due largely to 
the difference in yields. Hrgher yields would unquestionably have 
given correspondingly lower costs per ton. 

WATERMELONS. 

Brooks County is in the center of an important area for the pro- 
duction of watermelons for shipping to northern markets, and on 
nearly half of the farms studied this crop is an important source of 
income. The fertilizer charge is the largest single item of cost, 
closely followed by that for man labor. It is usual for a professional 
car loader to pack the melons in the cars at a fixed rate per car. This 
cost is entered as “ special carloader,” instead of being included under 
costs of man labor. The material used for bedding the cars is mainly 
pine needles or oats or rye straw, the local value of which is nominal, 
and the cost of hauling which is included under the labor charges. 
The paper, nails, and slats charged are for lining and closing the 
cars. After the crop is harvested, cattle and hogs are usually allowed 
to graze off the cull melons and the growth of crab grass. The esti- 
mated value of such pasturage has been deducted from the gross cost 
as a pasture credit. Often a crop of cowpea hay follows the melons, 
in which case the former shares its proportionate part of the land- 
rent charge. The net cost of this crop amounts to $25.09 per acre, 
or $50.18 per carload. Nearly all the melons are bought on the 
loaded car at the shipping point, and the costs shown are figured at 
that point. 

The average yield of half a carload per acre was normal, but the 

market price declined in the middle of the harvesting season to so 
low a point that a part of the crop was not gathered. The costs 
given in the table represent crops harvested and do not include the 
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cost of merchantable melons left in the field. When the cost is com- 
puted for the entire acreage of melons grown on the 46 farms, the 
cost per acre amounts to $22.17, or $58.82 per carload of melons 

harvested and sold. 
SUGAR CANE. 

Sugar cane is grown on every farm to produce sirup for home use, 
and on two-thirds of the farms it serves as a source of farm sales. 
The sirup is usually sold in barrels to the local merchants, who ship 
much of it out of the county. The average price received in the 
barrel during 1914 was 26 cents per gallon. The costs shown herein 
represent the cost of the growing of the crop, grinding, evaporating, 
and putting in barrels on the farm. 

This crop is a very intensive one, requiring a large amount of 
labor per acre. Man labor is by far the largest item of cost, followed 
by mule labor, seed cane, and fertilizer. A considerable part of the 
latter consists of stable manure. ‘The wood fuel used in evaporating 
the sirup is cut on the farms, and the labor of cutting and hauling 
the wood is included in the labor charges. The value of the seed 
cane saved and the small amount of canes sold or consumed on the 

farm has been deducted from the total cost, and the balance charged 
to the sirup, making the average cost 24 cents per gallon. The costs 
represent small scale production, but the profit per acre is fairly 
large. This crop can be grown at a comparatively low cost per unit 
of product, the chief problem being one of marketing the product. 

SWEET POTATOES. 

Sweet potatoes are grown in Brooks County only on a small scale, 
mainly for home consumption and for hog pasture. Nearly half of 
the cost of growing the crop is chargeable to man labor, the next 
largest items being mule labor, fertilizer, and land rent. The acre 
cost of the crop for hog pasture is $19.53 as compared with $29.89 
for the crop harvested and put in the “banks,” the difference being 
the cost of gathering. The average yield was 109 bushels and the 
cost per bushel 24 cents. These costs represent small scale produc- 

tion and not growing on a commercial basis. The margin of profit 
is wide and it would seem that the crop offers opportunities for com- 
mercial production, provided a market can be found for the product. 

IRISH POTATOES. 

Only four farms were found growing Irish potatoes primarily for 
marketing. The yield secured was 69 bushels per acre. The costs 
amounted to $37.37 per acre and 55 cents per bushel in sacks on the 
farm. At the price received, about $1.19 per bushel, the margin 
of profit is the widest found of any of the crops grown on these 

farms. 
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COST OF FEEDING CATTLE. 

An increasing number of farmers in Brooks County are making 
a practice of fattening cattle for the market. Many of the feeders 
are shipped in from Florida. Others are purchased from farmers 
within the county or raised on the farms on which they are fed. 
Three such cattle feeders were included in the survey, and the 
itemized costs of feding are shown in Table X XI. 

TABLE XXI.—Cost of feeding cattle on 3 farms (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Number of cattle fed, 378: number of pounds gained, 62.070. 

Item. : Cost. 

Man labor (208.5 days)-...------------------------ 222 c eee eet eee eee ere $345. 31 

Mule labor (323 days)...--.------------------2 2-2-2522 2 2c ee cect eben cee eee eee neces cee 292.91 

Equipment. cost... == -— -- -- =< << 2a == 8 one = we wo ia wt inn i oo eo 55. 46 

Cottonseed meal (140 tons).......-.--------------------------------+-+----- _ 8,155.00 

Cofton DuliSi(122.2 tons. <6 - 5 <ce eee eee ne 625. 00 

Hay (3 toms)...--------------+---------- E 30. 00 

Silage (corn and sorghum) (132 tons). - - a 506. 47 

PastutesO.p teas asco ws angee= == ---~ 220. 00 

Bedding ¢ (125 loads). -.-.-.---.----------- 30. 00 

Dipping, dehorning...-.-...---------+---------- 2222 r cere crete serene tse eee eect cee 27.00 

A ic >) ne ga = goal aries ay Pele Rei Sh een eS aes One ie ao Qian aa siet so 327.31 

TWaN Ose c oafeds Sect win OE Sense ioe ate cist ra lg yd ies rem wie fefpepalminte muda <a 6S nl ae a 27.00 

GOSS COSta << < o.a< 2 'aie 5 ete <i lajataia wie = pce ein heme an aa eine melon Bot nits ol a eee 5, 641. 46 

Manure credit (1,120 loads) ..........---------------+----- +--+ +220 t 2-2 e eee eee 1, 120.00 

iNet Cost Of PAINS: «5<.ccc eae Senescence ween ee tae eign ane mr nape i= ont ee 4,524. 46 

Cost of cattle at beginning of feeding period...-.-.-.-.-.------------------------------------- 7, 612. 00 

Cost of cattle at end of feeding period.......-..-..---------------------------++-+-++++-2+2-+- 12, 136. 46 

Price received f. 0. b. Quitman.......-.-.-.-.------------- +--+ +--+ 22-222 eee e eee 12, 091. 00 

TR Ae are tamed © Nae VUE Ge SOA TS OE ee 45. 46 
Cost per 100 pounds of gain (weight at Quitman)..-.......---------+----++-+-----+-+------+-- 7.29 

a Charged at cost of production. 
b 123 head for 2 months and 200 head for 33 months. 
c Oats, rye, and pine straw. Cost of hauling included under labor charges. 

The 3878 cattle fed gained 62,070 pounds, or 164 pounds per head, 

at a gross cost of $9.09 per hundredweight. Deducting the value of 

the manure, estimated at $1 per wagonload in the feed lot, gives a 

net cost of $7.29 per hundredweight. On one farm the cattle 

gained 200 pounds per head, at a cost of 6.1 cents per pound, and 

returned a profit of $4.74 each; on another the gains were 150 pounds 

per head, at a cost of 8.9 cents per pound, resulting in a loss of $5.46 

per head; while on the third farm the cattle gained 112 pounds each, 

at a cost per pound of 9.6 cents, and netted a loss per animal of $5.66. 

The cattle were sold when the foot-and-mouth quarantine was in 

effect and the market depressed;.hence normally a better showing 

in the matter of profits could be expected. 

The cost of cottonseed meal and hulls constitutes nearly 84 per 

cent of the total feed cost. The silage fed is charged at the cost of 

production, since it has not here a’ recognized definite value. But 

all other feeds are charged at the prices on the farm or at the point 

of purchase. The labor charge includes the labor of buying the 

cattle, hauling feed from shipping point, feed and care of the cattle, 
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and marketing. The total costs are figured at f. o. b. the shipping 
point, Quitman. 

COST OF SWINE PRODUCTION. 

On 55 of the 106 farms surveyed hogs were raised in sufficient 
numbers to justify the calculations of cost of production. The 
itemized costs on these farms are shown graphically in figure 21, and 
in detail in Table X XII. 

COST PER 100 POUNDS LIVE WEIGHT 
$1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 

TOTAL COST 

FEED Cost ‘ ZNO OQditQXINZE= 

MAN LABOR 

INTEREST & TAXES 

MULE LABOR, EQuIPM’T 

VETERINARY, SERUM, ETC 

EI Peanuts Pastured OtherPasture E24 Corn Watermelons Fed Manure Creclits 

Fig. 21.—Cost of swine production. 

It will be seen by the table that of the gross cost of producing 
hogs, one-half is accounted for by the cost of peanuts pastured, two- 
thirds by all crops pastured, and 85 per cent by all classes of feeds. 
The peanuts, oats, rye, and sweet potatoes fed were all pasture crops 
and have no definite commercial value, hence are charged at the 
cost of production. All other pasture is entered at the estimated 
renting value. Corn is charged at the farm price. 

Tasre XXII.—Cost of swine production on 55 farms (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Number of hog units @ per farm, 77; pounds of live weight gains per farm, 11.033. 

Cost per 
x " 100 Per cent 

C raat oe pounds | of gross 
° live cost. 

weight. 

Peanvis,pastured (a2iacres) b . 2.26... 0-22 5-os-s5-4-20e-- eee J eacaae $309. 34 $2. 80 51.2 
Oats and rayon O22] hi (6 Cla a a ae Batoeraie = cies aetete tae 26. 03 «20 4.3 
Sweet potatoes, pastured (2.24 acres) b ..........-..-----.---------220-- 19. 80 18 3.3 
| ODUE PES ULI Das Gin Seige BSE Sr SAR ene iS So EE Soe ene gat 09 1.6 
SRMEMROSS TLR woh meso Jee Sindee 3 aos ak shee lat tases Agzapi> = jascla’e 2 taps 10.7 -10 1.8 

pie PBEAECLODA tees arene tn free rn ei oe aats teen ee 375. 65 3. 40 62.2 
meus AMSDOIS) cpa 22d = ae sels. segs oils eddy we ies oid Seles es 129. 40 Loa7 21.4 
Upon G Lae BSS Shy Aaa RS aR Boer See ee ae pel ee oe eeaeee | 8. 43 08 1.4 

Menem COSU St) VAIS? CERT abee ee ns. SSC SETA OU. Jee a See 513. 48 4.65 85.0 
“Las ioe (GUG Ti D)- G55 sedi ghe Boab oe ease seep eBeee Seas: ote corm entere 58. 60 -53 9.7 
Boole lite Et) Bo Sbotcedee © Ben SCROS se SIRNORGre Dave Semper oatuee 5. 02 05 8 
POTIPMONS Deets omen fea Anew ciote > ce oe oa anton ch reytee ews seco s ase 1.13 -O1 ne. 
MErmninnry. SOM, (ips MmMedMene. 2.2. etc tees suet cee wale 5. 50 05 9 
MEETS Lee eka rete et Pe eas re Scie 6 td iwiaeinte's Cid emaceae cds eho ke | 19. 62 18 a3 
eae ee ete EG aan chm md is oie ote titles a da arate a Ses Salen -82 OL Hii 

(OES ES Re Ja te hae ee ee ae ee Pe oer aed ee eee eae 604. 17 5.48 100.0 
MICE PROPOR yo eee ees gee oan d Fos eal weeded Reece 7.34 «onto 40, 85 37 6.8 

ARCS) Be ee bee A ee UD oR ee Se eh afl aa 563. 32 Bewtr | a2 nce 
Net cost on 45 farms with no losses from cholera.............-...-.-+---|.------22--- Balas ashe 4 

a See footnote, p. 60, for definitions. b Charged at cost of production. 
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Next to feeds, the largest item of cost is that of man labor, equal- 
ing nearly 10 per cent of the gross costs, followed by the interest 
charge, and others of minor importance. The average number of 
hog unitst on each farm was 77 and the cost per pound of live- 
weight gain? was 5.1 cents. Ten of these 55 farms suffered losses 
from hog cholera, which, of course, increased the cost per pound of 
the remaining hogs. On the 45 farms free from such losses the 
average cost per pound was 4.7 cents. 

The manure credit that has been deducted from: the gross cost 
represents the estimated value of the residual fertilizing effect of 
the peanuts pastured off by the hogs. It is the consensus of opinion 
held by these farmers, based on experience, that the peanut crop 
grown and harvested from the soil is as severe a drain on soil fer- 
tility as is the growing of a crop of corn. Manifestly, then, any 
fertilizing value of peanuts “hogged off” is the value due to the 
method of harvesting, and as such should be a eredit to the hogs and 
not to the peanuts. The average of a large number of estimates * 
places this fertilizer value due to the method of harvesting at $1.50 
per acre of “solid” peanuts “ hogged off,” and at 75 cents per acre 
cf peanuts and corn. Upon this basis the credits to the hogs have 
been calculated and entered as a manure credit. 

Of special significance is the large proportion of the cost repre- 
sented by pasture crops, especially peanuts. Undoubtedly herein 

lies the secret of profitable swine production in Brooks County. 
Cost of slaughtering and curing swine.—It has long been the prac- 

tice of the farmers of Brooks County to slaughter their hogs at 
home. Recently, however, a packing plant has been erected in an 
adjoining county, affording a ready market for live stock. Since 
the farmers now have the choice of selling their hogs on foot or of 
doing the slaughtering at home and marketing the resulting prod- 
ucts, it is of interest to know the cost. of killing and curing at home. 
These costs are shown in Table XXIII. On the farms that killed 
an average of 2,764 pounds of live hogs the cost amounted to 87 cents 
per hundred pounds of live weight, but on the farms that slaughtered 
16,395 pounds each the cost was reduced by nearly one-half, or to 

1A hog unit is a mature hog maintained on the farm during the year, or the equiva-. 

lent of a 200-pound hog grown during the year. Immature hogs slaughtered or on hand 

at the end of the year were reduced to hog units by dividing the total live weight by 200 

pounds. 

2The live-weight gain includes the weight of all hogs sold and slaughtered, and any 

differences in the weights of all hogs on the farms at the beginning arid ending of the 

farm year. 

8In getting these estimates the farmers were asked, first, how much more rent they 

would be willing to pay for the use of Brooks County land on which either peanuts or 

peanuts and corn had been grown the previous year than they would for similar land that 

had produced a crop of corn; second, how much less fertilizer, measured by value, they 

would apply to a crop of cotton planted on land that had produced peanuts or peanuts 

and corn than on land following corn. The replies gave a wide range of estimates, the 

average of which is given above. 
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46 cents per hundred pounds. The average cost was 54 cents. This 
does not include the marketing of the meat, but it does include the 
hauling of the ice, salt, etc., to the farm. It represents the cost of 
the meat cured ready to sell. 

Taste NNIII.—Cost of killing and curing swine (Brooks County, Ga.). 

Farms having each specified number of 
pounds of swine (live weight) killed 
per farm. 

Average 
ofall 

farms. | Tess | 5.0000 | 7,000 to | 10,000 
5,000 7,000 10,000 | pounds . 

pounds. pounds. | pounds. |and over. 

SITIES OTC 02 ee eee i eae 50 14 10 12 14 

Average per farm: 
Live weight killed (pounds)...........--.-----.. 8, 438 2, 764 5, 446 8, 266 16, 395 

RimmoermOL Hops Kiled e. ioo en loa othe ww enan 47.2 21 33.7 48 83 

Average weight per hog killed (pounds).........| 179 132 161 172 193 

Manilahor (Gays) sitet. sibel tok ele tia eet J. 18.01 10.1 13.5 20.3 27.1 
MINTO MA DON (GSVS) 5 po asi aici oninnlste nice =i Sida Sfersyate ac URGY/ 40 . 82 1.4 3.5 

Desnotrann labors. 0s l.ccc 2... dnbeeseelontt $23.51 | $13.58| $15.20| $26.70| $36.65 
CBSO UMIMUNONA DOL. ofa crits so seecm mena a tees 1.39 43 -73 1.07 3.08 
HMopimmenhicosh set. jasis. Sees) s..-dste. 22 -10 -03 .09 .14 .14 
BuGIne CHALZO G22. 5). 5. cae fc caters Dense 7.73 3.96 5.60 iat 13. 04 

ieee comers resets eM soles Aelia dstets 9.28 4. 22 6.32 9. 60 16.15 
[SiS ec Ae es eee eee eae - 43 - 50 550 “2d - 40 
2 sects oc Bae ob bo tbectnod SHO Coe pO ace Ge seeEr Seoue 3.10 1.22 1.08 3.11 6. 40 

USL AMCOS Teer ate a a cikaik a iniciejars in o\n (es ctainiaientale erie. « 45. 54 23.95 29. 58 48. 60 75. 86 
Cost per 100 pounds of live weight killed.......-....- 0. 54 0.87 0.54 0.59 0. 46 

a Cold storage and smokehouses. 

Approximately half the total costs consist of man labor. It is the 
usual practice to pay with scraps of the cheaper cuts of meats, the 

extra labor needed for killing. It should be borne in mind that a 
considerable part of the labor charge is the cost of supervision by the 
farmer, and that the slaughtering is done in January, at times when 

there is not much pressure of other work. 
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